
R E P O R T O F T H E S U M M E R M E E T I N G O F T H E R O Y A L 

A R C H A E O L O G I C A L I N S T I T U T E A T B U X T O N I N 1 9 6 1 

The Summer Meeting of 1961 was held at Buxton in Derbyshire from Monday, 10th 
July, to Saturday, 15 th July, in association with the Derbyshire Archaeological and Natural 
History Society. 

The Institute had not previously met at Buxton; the summer meeting of 191 4 was 
centred on Derby and a number of days were devoted to excursions in the county; this Meeting 
was reported in Volume LXXI of the Archaeological Journal. 

The Patrons of the meeting were His Grace the Duke of Devonshire; His Grace the 
Duke of Rutland; The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Derby; The Provost of Derby (The 
Very Rev. R. A. Beddoes); The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Scarsdale, T.D.; The Rt. Hon. the 
Lord Vernon; The Most Hon. the Marquis of Lothian; Lt.-Col. Sir Ian Walker-Okeover, 
D.S.O.; and The Worshipful the Mayor of Buxton (Councillor W. R. James). 

The Institute is much indebted to those who helped with the organization of the meeting 
or provided material for the programme, in particular to Mr. Francis Fisher, Honorary Secretary 
of the Derbyshire Archaeological and Natural History Society for much help and advice in 
regard to the arrangements for the Meeting, and to the President, Mr. J. P. Heathcote, Mr. J. 
Wilfrid Jackson and Professor J . D. Chambers for their introductory articles. 

We wish to thank the Worshipful the Mayor of Buxton and the Derbyshire Archaeological 
and Natural History Society for their generous hospitality at the Reception on 10th July. 

The President, C. A. Ralegh Radford, Esq., M.A., F.B.A., F.S.A., was present throughout 
the Meeting which was attended by 115 members and their guests. 

The following report of the Meeting follows the order of events given in the synopsis 
of the programme1 below: 

M O N D A Y , 10th J U L Y . Haddon Hall; St. John's Church, Buxton. 
Evening: Reception by the Worshipful the Mayor of Buxton and the Derbyshire 
Archaeological and Natural History Society. 

T U E S D A Y , nth J U L Y . Eyam Cross; Chatsworth. Either Stanton Moor; Heathcote 
Museum, Birchover; Arbor Low; or Youlgreave Church; Youlgreave Old Hall Farm; 
Bakewell Church. 
Evening: Lecture by Dr. M. Girouard on 'The Smythsons in Derbyshire'. 

W E D N E S D A Y , 12th J U L Y . Hardwick Hall; Hardwick Old Hall; Bolsover Castle; 
Creswell Crags; Steetley Chapel; Barlborough Hall. 

T H U R S D A Y , 13th J U L Y . Cromford Bridge; Wirksworth Church; Wirksworth Moot 
Hall and Town; Derby Cathedral; Kedleston Hall. 

F R I D A Y , 14th J U L Y . Either Belper Mills and Industrial Monuments at Belper and 
Milford; or Ashbourne Church; Sudbury Hall. Repton Church; Melbourne Church; 
Melbourne Hall. 

S A T U R D A Y , 15 th J U L Y . Peveril Castle; Tideswell Church; Norbury Church and Hall. 

The Institute wishes to thank the Secretary of the Meeting, Mr. A. D. Saunders, M.A., 
F.S.A., Dr. M. Girouard for his evening lecture, and all those who acted as guides or con-
tributed programme notes: The President, Mr. P. K. Baillie Reynolds, Mr. M. W. Barley, 
Mrs. Helen Bonney, Prof. J. D. Chambers, Mr. R. W. P. Cockerton, Mrs. Rosalys Coope, 
Mr. A. R. Dufty, Dr. P. Eden, Mrs. Mary Edmonds, Mr. P. A. Faulkner, Dr. M. Girouard, 
Mr. J . P. Heathcote, Miss K. M. Hollick, Mr. T. L. Jones, Mr. S. D. T. Spittle, Mr. J. Thompson, 
and Mr. G. Wingfield Digby. 

1 Reference to the i -inch Ordnance Survey Map (7th series); Sheet 1 o j : Wednesday. Sheet 1 1 1 : throughout 
the week. Sheet 1 1 2 : Wednesday. Sheet 120: Thursday, Friday, Saturday. 
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For permission to visit the various monuments we are especially grateful to His Grace the Duke of Devonshire (Chatsworth), His Grace the Duke of Rutland (Haddon Hall), The Most Hon. the Marquis of Lothian (Melbourne Hall), The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Scarsdale, T.D. (Kedleston Hall), The Rt. Hon. the Lord Vernon (Sudbury Hall), Mrs. Fryer (Youlgreave Old Hall Farm), The Headmaster of Barlborough School (Barlborough Hall), The English Sewing Cotton Company (Mills at Milford and Belper), The Ministry of Works (Bolsover Castle, Hardwick Old Hall and Peveril Castle), The National Trust (Hardwick Hall) and the incumbents of the churches visited. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 

In addition to the bibliographies included in some of the notes, descriptions of many of the sites and buildings described here will be found in the Journal of the Derbyshire Archaeo-
logical and Natural History Society. A short list of some of the more general works on Derby-shire appears below: 

James Ormerod, Derbyshire, A Select Catalogue of Books about the County, 1930. 
The Victoria County History, 2 volumes, 1905. 
Nikolaus Pevsner, The Buildings of England, Derbyshire, 1953. 
J . C . C o x , Memorials of Old Derbyshire, 1 9 0 7 . 
J. C. Cox, Notes on the Churches of Derbyshire, 1875-9. 
J. Tilley, The Old Halls, Manors and Families of Derbyshire, 1902. 
T. Pendleton, A History of Derbyshire. 
J. Bateman, Ten Years Digging in Celtic and Saxon Grave Hills in the Counties of Derby, 

Stafford and York. 
H. Kirke, The Antiquities of Derbyshire. 

T H E P R E H I S T O R Y O F N O R T H D E R B Y S H I R E 

B Y J . P . H E A T H C O T E 

The North Derbyshire area is noteworthy for its almost continuous record of prehistoric occupation from earliest Palaeolithic times to the Roman period. It also provides very signi-ficant evidence for the continuity of cultures. Geologically the area is a plateau of mountain limestone surrounded on the north, east and west by gritstone moorlands. This plateau has in some periods provided good pasturage for prehistoric man but in others the gritstone moors have been barriers causing isolation. 
The innumerable caves and gorges of the limestone have produced very little evidence of Old Stone Age man (50,000-8000 B.C.) although Cresswell in the extreme east of the county is the type stadon for the whole of Britain. Nor have we much evidence near Buxton of Mesolithic or Primary Neolithic man. The only Long Barrow in the area is the Bride Stones near Congleton (sj 906622), ruins of a chamber of very large stones, covered by a huge mound. There are several debased Stone Chambered Tombs (2000-1500 B.C.) of which Five Wells (SK 124711) is the best local example near Buxton; this is a round barrow, 90 ft. in diameter and now has the ruins of two stone chambers back to back, with passages leading from the outer edge of the mound. The capstones and contents have been destroyed by excavations in the 19th century. All these chambered tombs have been found to contain the bones of about 10 or 20 individuals. Minninglow (SK 209573) is one of the largest and most impressive although much damaged. A Roman road, Buxton to Derby, runs close by. 
The Secondary Neolithic, so called Peterborough, people (c. 2000 B.C.) have left scraps of their pottery in the caves. Two important cave burials have been excavated, Church Dale near Youlgreave, and recently, by the Peakland Archaeological Society, Dowel cave (SK 076676) near Buxton. Also, no doubt, the Peterborough people carried through this area many axes from the factory sites in Cumberland, North Wales and Cornwall. Numbers of these are in the Buxton and Sheffield Museums. 
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The Beaker Folk (1800 B.C.) arrived on the limestone plateau from Yorkshire and buried their dead in single barrows with the characteristic beakers and sometimes with flint daggers and arrowheads. The Derbyshire beakers are of the A type, the Necked Beakers. 
To the Beaker Folk influence must be attributed the stone circles and henge monuments of the early Bronze Age although the first Beaker Folk themselves had no bronze. Arbor Low (p. 216) (SK 160636) c. 2000- 1600 B.C. is the best example. It is referred to as the Stonehenge of Derbyshire but is better compared to Avebury. 
Another henge monument of the same size and construction as Arbor Low but without the stones, is the Bull Ring (SK 078783) at Dove Holes. Excavations in 1949 yielded a few finds (Buxton Museum) and details of its construction. It is also suggested that the earthworks near Staden Low (SK 069722), Buxton, adjoining the railway and to the east of the cemetery are the remains of a large henge monument. The many prominent barrows on the hilltops, particularly in N.W. Derbyshire and around Arbor Low, all testify to the importance of the area in the first half of the Bronze Age (1800 -1400 B . C . ) . The original inhabitants (Peterborough Culture) no doubt survived with cultural acquisitions from Primary Neolithic and Beaker Folk and there emerged the Food Vessel group. Most of the Derbyshire Food Vessels are of the Yorkshire type. The barrows marked on the O.S. map which can easily be visited from Buxton include Grin Low, now surrounded by a look-out tower called Solomon's Temple. There are several at King Sterndale. Prominent from the Buxton-Ashbourne road are Chelmorton Lows, Lean Low, End Low and Aleck Low. Gib Hill, on the skyline near Arbor Low, is still 15 ft. high: near its summit, half buried, is a stone cist excavated 1848 and replaced 1938; it contained a cremation and food vessel (c. 1500 

B . C . ) . The term 'low' in Derbyshire means a rounded hill top or burial mound. There are some 500 examples of its use in the county. 
There seems little doubt that the Derbyshire Beaker Folk and Food Vessel people would become intermediaries between the gold and bronze workers of Ireland and people of north-east Britain. Attempts have been made to deduce the routes of this trade across the Pennines. 
In the middle and second half of the Bronze Age (1500-800 B.C.) the population increased greatly and spread to what are now gritstone moorland areas. It is suggested that the climate became drier about this time which led to comparatively poorer grass on the limestone and better conditions on the gritstone. Most of the valleys in the north would be woodland. Unfortunately, we have practically no knowledge of any Bronze Age living sites. Presumably their huts were unsubstantial. All that we can say, therefore, is that there are hundreds of Middle Bronze Age barrows of all sizes on the gritstone moorlands. 
The mid-Bronze Age barrows and associated stone circles can be seen on many gritstone moors, e.g. Eyam Moor, Beeley Moor, etc., but those on Stanton Moor (p. 216) (SK 247634) have received most notice. Recent excavations in one circle at Doll Tor have recovered examples of faience beads associated with these interments. They were almost certainly made in Egypt about 1250 B.C. and therefore provide good indications for the chronology of the Middle Bronze Age. 
We have in Derbyshire few recorded Late Bronze Age sites. No doubt the Urn Folk continued their peaceful existence here without much trouble from invasions. There are in the museums some late bronze axes, etc., all chance finds. The transition from Late Bronze Age to Iron Age was also late and very gradual (c. 300 B . C . ) . Some half dozen Iron Age Forts exist in Derbyshire. The largest is Mam Tor, Castleton 

(SK 128837), 16 acres in area, protected by two banks and a ditch; it has two entrances, both inturned, and was probably ist century B.C. The only fort excavated is Ball Cross near Bakewell 
(SK 228691) the pottery from which is approximately first century A.D. Another fort, Carl Wark near Hathersage (SK 260815), has a massive boulder wall supported by a turf rampart. It was excavated in 1950 and may be either Iron Age or post-Roman Dark Age. A feature of the Derbyshire limestone area is the large number of caves, many excavated and proved to have been inhabited in Iron Age times, and more particularly in the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D. by the Romano-Britons. The finds from Harborough Cave (SK 2425 5 3), pottery, coral brooch, etc., show some connection with the Chariot people of East Yorkshire. The Deep Dale Cave near Buxton (SK 097713), has yielded many coins, Romano-British pottery 
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and brooches (Buxton Museum). Other cave finds from Manifold Valley and Dove Dale are exhibited in the museum. As with all the caves, Poole's Cavern in Buxton has provided shelter for people in all periods. Derbyshire in Roman times was in the military zone but many settlement sites of the Romano-British nadves are known. Buxton, from the evidence of finds, was almost certainly 
a ist-century fort, but no trace now exists. It became a spa in Roman times (Aquae Arnemetiae). Roman auxiliary forts were at Glossop (Ardotalia) and Brough (Navio), both of which have been excavated many times and particularly in recent years. Buxton Museum has a milestone and a large headquarters inscription stone recording the fort of Navio. Well known Roman roads can be traced on the O.S. map and on the ground from Buxton southwards towards Derby and eastwards (Batham Gate) to Brough. 

The economic importance of Derbyshire was in its lead. Seven inscribed Roman pigs of lead have been found showing that the administrative centre was Lutudaron somewhere near Wirksworth. Lead has been the predominant economic factor of the area until recent times. 
Most of the sites in the above summary are recorded in greater detail in Jacquetta Hawkes' Guide to Prehistoric and Roman Monuments, 1954, and Nicholas Thomas' Guide to 

Prehistoric England, 1 9 6 0 . 

P R E - C O N Q U E S T S C U L P T U R E I N D E R B Y S H I R E 

B Y C . A . R A L E G H R A D F O R D 

The conversion of Mercia came late and the uplands which form the great part of the modern county must have been among the last areas to receive Christianity. In the south, at Repton in the Trent valley, there is evidence of the existence of a double monastery, ruled over by an abbess, in the last quarter of the 7th century. The early sculpture of Derbyshire reflects this pattern. Large standing crosses survive, in a more or less mutilated condition, at Bakewell, Bradbourne and Eyam. They are characterized by a tightly coiled vine scroll with pronounced tendril bindings and figure sculpture influenced by the great Mercian school, so well represented across the county boundary at Breedon-on-the-Hill in Leicestershire. At Bradbourne the shaft includes a crucifixion with Longinus and Stephaton; at Eyam the head has rather stiff figures of angels; but the most remarkable piece within the county boundaries is the shrine cover at Wirksworth, with scenes in a stiff linear style in very low relief. None of these pieces is early and a date in the reign of Offa (757-96) or even later should probably be assigned to all; they represent the penetration of wealth and prosperity into the remoter Midlands during the heyday of Mercian supremacy. Repton, probably the oldest and most important monastery within the modern county, has produced no early sculpture. 
It was during the reign of Offa that southern English, ultimately continental, influences began to affect Mercian art; the result is seen in a number of sculptures that must be attributed to the earlier part of the 9th century and represent the style current at the time of the Danish conquest of eastern Mercia in the last generation of that century. The cross fragments from St. Alkmund's, Derby, afford a good idea of this development. The vigorous beasts — lions provided the model — stand out as formal patterns, dominating the interlace. They have little in common with the Northumbrian and Mercian fauna of an earlier age; their flat contour with its linear ornament is derived from southern English sources, including MSS. of the late Canterbury style. The importance of this stage is that it provides the inspiration of later developments, such as the Jellinge style of Scandinavia. In Derbyshire the local sequel may be followed in the large collection preserved at Bakewell. Among these attention may be drawn to a fragment where the interlace is developed as a serpent in combat with the great beast or lion. This became a popular theme, illustrated on monuments in styles so diverse as the Rune stone of Harold Gormsson at Jellinge itself and the memorial from St. Paul's Churchyard, now in the Guildhall Museum. The popularity of the theme is explained by its 
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symbolism of the Resurrection as expressed in the contemporary Easter Hymn, of St. Fulbert of Chartres: 
Quo Christus invictus leo Dracone surgens obruto Dum voce viva personat A morte functos excitat 

Derbyshire after the Saxon reconquest of the 10th century seems to have enjoyed some measure of prosperity. The collection at Bakewell mostly dates from this period and can only be explained on the assumption that a minster church was founded or refounded there and became the burial place of the Scandinavian landowners of the neighbourhood; it is a phenomenon that we find in Scandinavianized Britain as far as Cambridge and Peterborough in one direction and Whithorn and beyond in the other. Hogbacks, of which there is also a fragmentary example from St. Alkmund's, Derby, again represent a type of monument popular among the Scandinavian landowners. In Derbyshire these were predominantly Danish and the monuments found in the county shew no intermingling of pagan elements such as occur in Norse areas like Cumberland and the Isle of Man. 
The other side of the picture is illustrated by the so-called Peak series of crosses, which are found principally across the border in Staffordshire, but extend into north-western Derby-shire. This is the part of Mercia that remained Saxon, and the native tradition survived in an impoverished condition but virtually unaffected by the Scandinavian taste of the lowlands. The shaft at Brailsford illustrates the type, more particularly the Ilam sub-type. Collingwood's explanation of the series as staff roods with slices cut off to convert the circular trunk into a square cross is hardly tenable. It is true that the ornament is often, as might be expected, concentrated on the flat faces, but this is not always the case. Moreover, as Collingwood himself recognized, the Peak series cannot be divorced from the old Anglian round shaft crosses, such as Masham and Dewsbury in Yorkshire and Wolverhampton in Staffordshire. Locally the type is represented by a drum cut from a similar shaft and reversed and hollowed out to serve as a font at Wilne. All these date from the 8th or early 9th century, before the Danish invasions. None is complete and all were probably composite structures with a collar forming the junction between shaft and cross head. This collar, deprived of a functional purpose, survives as an ornamental feature in many of the monolithic crosses of the Peak series. It is these round shaft crosses of the old Anglian tradition that inspired the Peak series, which represents no more than an impoverished continuation of the native tradition in an area little affected by the invader. 
Finally a word must be said about an enigmatic fragment from Ingleby, now preserved in the porch at Repton. The well-modelled, competently cut figure on one of the faces is unlike anything else in the county and is difficult to parallel elsewhere in England. It has been attributed to the 12th century, but the foliate scroll on another face is hard to reconcile with such a dating. The art of nth-century England is curiously eclectic and an ascription to the eve of the Norman Conquest is probably the best that can be suggested, though it is difficult to state any cogent reason for such a dating. 

W. G. Collingwood, Northumbrian Crosses of the Pre-Norman Age. 
R. E. Routh, 'A Corpus of the pre-Conquest Carved Stones of Derbyshire', Arch. J. XCIV, 1-42. 
A. W. Clapham, English Romanesque Architecture before the Conquest. 
T. D. Kendrick, Anglo-Saxon Art to A.D. 900. 
T. D. Kendrick, Late Saxon and Viking Art. 
T. D. Kendrick, 'Late Saxon Sculpture in Northern England', journ. B.A.A., 3 ser., VI, 1-19. 
T. Pape, 'The Round-shafted Pre-Norman Crosses of the North Staffordshire Area', 

Trans. N. Staffs. Field Club, LXXX, 25-49. 
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T H E D E V E L O P M E N T O F B U X T O N 

B Y J . W I L F R I D J A C K S O N 

Buxton is situated on the river Wye within the north-western corner of the Carboniferous Limestone dome. Most of the town lies on limestone, and the grits, sandstones, shales and other rocks of the Millstone Grit Series and Coal Measures border it on the western side. It is about 1,000 feet above the sea and is the highest market town in England. 
Buxton and its warm springs were known to the Romans, but no trace remains of a town or fort here. There appear to have been Roman baths near the springs, remains of which were found under the site of the Crescent, and other remains were to be seen as late as 1700 A.D. not far away. These relics unfortunately have not been preserved. The Buxton Museum contains pottery and other objects from a site on higher ground known as Silverlands; they suggest occupation of 70-85 A.D. A Roman milestone was found near the same place in 1862. Its inscription includes 'A N A V I O N E M.P. X . ' i.e. ten thousand paces, or in other words, ten miles to Brough, the Roman fort of Navio near Bradwell. This fort was garrisoned by Gaulish troops from the first to the fourth century A.D. The museum also contains an inscribed second-century stone from the fort. A Roman road, known as Batham Gate, ran from Navio S.W. to Buxton; it is partly used as a modern road. Another road from Buxton ran S.E. towards Little Chester, a Roman fort near Derby. Many Romano-British objects have been found in local caves especially Poole's Cavern, in the town, and at Thrist House, Deep Dale, near Buxton. A large collection from the latter is in the Buxton Museum, and finds from Poole's Cavern are housed in the museum adjoining the cave. 
The earliest reference to Buxton is found in the Ravenna Cosmography A.D. 430-5, where it is referred to as Aquis. For hundreds of years afterwards the history of the town is strangely silent. During the reign of Henry III (1216-72) the place was known as 'Bawkestanes' (perhaps a corruption of Badestanes) implying the presence of baths. At the time of Archbishop Peckham's visitation in 1280 there was a Well Chapel, a sort of shrine situated near the springs, which in later years was hung with the crutches of the pilgrims who came to seek relief from the waters; a practice that continued until the closure of the Chapel by Henry VIII. In early times the spring waters were believed to owe their virtue to St. Anne, but, after the closing of the well and her shrine, they were found to retain powers beneficial to Christians and un-believers alike. The wonderful properdes of the springs became widely known and led to a great increase of visitors to drink the waters, so much so that there was great difficulty in finding accommodation. The temperature of the Buxton water is 82° F., higher than that at Matlock, and lower than at Bath. 
During the reign of Elizabeth I the town and its waters became much better known and attracted many distinguished visitors. About 15 70 the Earl of Shrewsbury erected what became known as The Hall (over the baths) to provide accommodation and beds for the users of the baths. A treatise called The Benefit of the Auncient Baths of Bucks tones was published in 1572 by John Jones, 'Phisitian, at the King's Mede, nigh Derby'. The baths were then much frequented. In 1573, Mary, Queen of Scots, then a prisoner in charge of the Earl of Shrewsbury, visited Buxton with the Earl and the famous Bess of Hardwick, his countess. Mary visited Buxton again in 1576, 1580 and 1582. Among other visitors to Buxton were Lord Burleigh and the Earl of Sussex, 1572 and 1580, and the Earl of Leicester, 1586. 
In the Buxton Museum is an engraving dated 1610 showing the first Buxton Hall, built about 1560. In 1670, William, the 3 rd Earl of Devonshire, demolished the old hall and erected a larger and more commodious building on the site. Later reconstructions in the 18th century brought about the present Old Hall Hotel, which embodies parts of the older building. An award map dated 1774 shows the Hall as a three-winged building standing in its own grounds; to the north is a bridge crossing the river Wye, while Spring Gardens con-sisted of a few scattered houses. Little appears to have been done in the way of improving the town until the time of the 5 th Duke of Devonshire (the 8th Earl), who is regarded as having laid the foundations of Buxton's popularity. Increased accommodation was badly needed for the more exacting visitors and to provide this the Duke built the Crescent -— the pride and boast of Buxton. This was 
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designed by John Carr of York, it took four years to build and was completed in 1784. The stone was obtained from quarries on Corbar Hill. Each wing had an hotel, the Great Hotel on the east, St. Ann's on the west, and in the middle was the Centre Hotel, with some shops on the ground floor. In the Great Hotel was a large Assembly Room with Adam fireplaces and ceiling. (This is now the Devonshire Royal Hospital Annexe.) 
In addition to the Crescent, other buildings erected by the Duke consisted of stables and coach houses on higher ground at the rear, also a block of dwellings known as The Square, at the back of the present Old Hall Hotel, and a row of houses on Hall Bank joining Lower and Higher Buxton. The Duke also did a lot of planting in what was then a somewhat dreary and treeless region. 
In 1800 the town was still a very small place with a population of about 760, but more and more visitors became attracted to the bathing establishments, and hotels and lodging-houses began to be built. The Parish Church of St. John the Baptist was built by the Duke of Devonshire in 1811; Services had previously been held in the Assembly Room at the Great Hotel in the Crescent. In subsequent years the population began to increase, more lodging-houses were built, a market house and cattle market were provided, and the greater part of Spring Gardens was made. 
The Devonshire Royal Hospital, situated on higher ground at the back of the Crescent was erected by the Duke for riding exercise. It was known as the Great Stables and was transferred in 1858 to the Buxton Bath Charity by the 6th Duke of Devonshire for use as a hospital; this was opened to patients in January, 1859. The building is octagonal in shape and the interior is a circular area, 164 feet in diameter, sutrounded by a covered area 24 feet wide. In 1878 the inner court was covered by the present dome for which R. R. Duke was responsible. 
The Buxton Gardens originated in a gift of 12 acres of land by the 7th Duke of Devon-shire. This was conveyed to the Buxton Improvements Company and the land was enclosed and laid out by Mr. E. Milner, of Sydenham. In 1876 the Pavilion was erected, a further 12 acres was added and the lake made. In 1927 the Buxton Gardens Company (formerly the Buxton Improvements Company) sold the Gardens to the Buxton Corporation. The Serpentine Walks, near the Gardens, were laid out by the Duke of Devonshire in 1891. 
Buxton was linked by railway with Derby and London on the one hand and with Manchester on the other in 1863-4, and the Palace Hotel was built in 1868 as near as possible to the railway. Other buildings erected about this time were Christ Church, Burbage (1860) (this part of Buxton was formerly in the parish of Harrington); Roman Catholic Church of St. Anne (1861); the present Congregational Church (1859-60), replacing an older foundation in Spring Gardens (1810); and Holy Trinity Church (1873). The Town Hall (1886-8) was erected on the site of the burnt down Market Hall. 
Not far from the Market Place, Higher Buxton, is the old St. Anne's Church (1625), formerly dedicated to St. John the Evangelist in order to avert superstition attached to the ancient St. Anne's Well-Chapel. The Church was built to accommodate visitors who over-crowded the adjacent chapel of Fairfield, then in the parish of Hope. Until 1898 Buxton was in Bakewell Parish. St. Peter's Church at Fairfield, was built in 1839 to replace a sadly decayed earlier foundation of the late 13th century. Transepts and chancel were added in 1902. 
Buxton is the centre of an extensive limestone industry which has done much for the town's development in past years. In the 1860's it led to a great increase of population by the incoming of lime-workers and house builders. The town became a Municipal Borough in 1917, incorporating the separate local authority of Fairfield. 

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY 
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE-DERBYSHIRE REGION 

B Y J . D . C H A M B E R S 

The industries which provide the material for archaeological investigation in the Nottinghamshire-Derbyshire area lie between the Trent and the high peak of Derbyshire with a special concentration in the valleys of the Derwent and the Erewash. They comprise 
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metallurgical and textile centres of industry, many of which are sdll active today and may be visited both as interesting survivals of the past and also as living elements in contemporary industrial processes. The following account refers only to the centres of the textile industries. 
Industrial Archaeology of the Textile Industries: Origin 

The germ of the textile industries in the Nottinghamshire-Derbyshire region was provided by the invention by William Lee, Calverton, Notts., of the Stocking Frame on which he made the first pair of machine knitted stockings and presented them to Elizabeth I in 1589. It was a crude but efficient machine with eight needles to the inch; it was followed in 1598 by one with 20 needles to the inch, the ancestor of all subsequent machinery not only for the manufacture of hosiery but also of lace. Apart from one modification in the seventeenth century it remained essentially unchanged until it was finally discarded in the present century as a result of the advance of powered hosiery machinery. 
The aspect of the pre-mechanical phase of the hosiery industry which most easily lends itself to an archaeological study is to be seen in the cottages and workshops occupied by the early framework knitters, many examples of which still survive particularly in the villages of the Midland counties. 

The Transition to Mechanical Spinning 
The framework knitting industry led directly to the Industrial Revolution in spinning, as a result of the demand which it created for machine-spun cotton yarn. As is well-known, both James Hargreaves and Richard Arkwright received a warm welcome in Nottingham which had developed the manufacture of cotton hosiery from 1730, and were supported by the local manufacturers in their important innovations leading to machine spinning. Hargreaves came to Nottingham in 1767-8 and established the so-called 'first cotton mill in the world' on the site now occupied by the Nottingham Co-operative Stores; but since this was only, in effect, a large workshop of hand-driven spinning jenneys, its popular title of 'first cotton mill' is really a misnomer. The title in fact belongs to Arkwright's horse-driven mill erected in Hockley in 1769, the site of which can almost certainly be identified, together with the shell of the original building. In 1771, Hargreaves having entered into partnership with Jedediah Strutt, a successful inventor-manufacturer of Derby, a beginning was made with water-powered spinning at Cromford. Extensive engineering works were undertaken to harness the Derwent in order to provide power for two large mills both of which remain wholly or partially intact today, together with what is believed to have been the prototype of the power factory. (This building still exists and would be worthy of a close inspection.) Associated with the building of the mills was the erection of large numbers of substantial cottages arranged in three-storey terraces for housing the labour force which was attracted to this isolated hamlet by advertisements in the local press pointing out the advantages of employment in this thriving industrial centre. A handsome hotel, The Greyhound, was also built which became the centre of social life, and a church with a Sunday-school and day school. These, together with some hundreds of houses still stand, and are used for the same purpose for which they were built nearly 200 years ago. 
Arkwright went on to build similar mills and industrial communities in Lancashire and elsewhere. Strutt confined himself to the Milford - Belper stretch of the Derwent, an area which represents an example of community building during the Industrial Revolution which has few, if any, parallels elsewhere. The most striking feature of the area is a series of massive and handsome mills built by William Strutt, the son of Jedediah, between 1795 and 1815. Originally, there were six of these supplementing and in some cases replacing the mills built by Jedediah of which at least one had been burnt down. The new mills are important in the evolution of industrial architecture by being designed to combat the danger of fire, and for this reason they came to be constructed of iron frames with brick or hollow-pot flooring. They are described by Professor Bannister of Illinois University (Architectural Review, April, 1950) as the ancestors of the modern American skyscrapers. He also suggests they are the descendants of Roman corn storage buildings, adapted to industrial purposes by the silk mill 
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architects of Lombardy and copied by Thomas and John Lombe and exemplified in the famous silk mill at Derby (1717). The essential difference, of course, lies in the fact that the Strutt mills encased an iron frame-work which was itself the product of the Industrial Revolution through the mass manufacture of cast iron inaugurated by Abraham Darby. Darly Abbey, Cressbrook and Calver are three mill communities contemporary with those of Strutt and Arkwright but interesting more as historical survivals than as examples in the evolution of industrial architecture. They are, however, remarkable and attractive examples of the building style of that period and are interesting to the social historian for the light they throw on the human aspect of this stage in industrial evolution. All the examples mentioned in these notes support the view that the builders of these communities had regard to the well-being of their labour force. Cressbrook only, as far as is known, made use of parish apprentices and they appear to have been well treated. An apprentice house survives near the mill with curious not to say comic eighteenth-century Gothic features. A tradition of humane administration survives in the village today; a very different story, however, could be told of the neighbouring mill community of Litton, which has no architectural features of interest. 
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M O N D A Y , IOTH J U L Y 

H A D D O N H A L L . See p . 1 8 8 . 

ST. JOHN'S CHURCH, BUXTON. BY A. R. DUFTY 

The parish church of St. John the Baptist, Buxton, though cruciform and with a tall cupola of free Italianate design, expresses essentially the early i cith-century predilection for the classical temple form for public buildings. It was built in 1811 to the designs of Jeffry Wyatt, later Sir Jeffry Wyatville, R.A., and has pedimented tetrastyle porticos of the Tuscan order at the east and west ends. The west portico was always closed, to provide a vestibule; that to the east, facing towards the centre of Buxton, was open until 1898 when it was closed to accommodate the sanctuary, and so to free the body of the church for more seating, a large arched opening being made through the original east wall behind the portico. The broad north and south transepts are also pedimented but astylar. Inside, the order is restricted to wall pilasters; thus a clear auditory space is obtained, without the obstruction of arcades. The gallery is an insertion of 1911. 
Buxton was in the huge parish of Bakewell, the local community being served until the Reformation by a small chapel and latterly by St. Anne's church. The new church of St. John, which became parochial in 1894, was provided by the 5th Duke of Devonshire and was begun some thirty years after the building of the Crescent, the Square, Hall Bank and the riding school in the Duke's development of Buxton as a spa. This latter fact suggests that the provision was in accord with the contemporary movement amongst affluent people to build churches in the good class suburbs being formed at this time of urban expansion, rather than as a part of a comprehensive plan devised ab initio to meet the spiritual as well as temporal needs of the local community and visitors to the spa. That the style of the church should be classical was no more and no less than respectable in the early 19th century. 

T U E S D A Y , I I T H J U L Y 

E Y A M C R O S S . B Y C . A . R A L E G H R A D F O R D 

The imperfect cross which stands in the churchyard at Eyam is probably the finest in Derbyshire. The shaft is imperfect at both ends and the lower part of the head is missing, though the two fragments probably belong to the same monument. The head is carved with an angel in the centre of each face and an angel at the end of each arm. The upper part of the west face shews two half figures in round-headed niches, above a panel of regular interlace. The back of the shaft is entirely filled with a tightly coiled vine scroll. The edges have further fillings of regular interlace. The cross is an example of the Mercian school and dates from the late 8th century, possibly as late as 800. 
Arch. J. XCIV, 27-8, in 'A Corpus of the pre-Conquest carved stones of Derbyshire', by R. E. Routh. 

C H A T S W O R T H 

Chatsworth was acquired by Sir William Cavendish who began the erection of a new house in 1557, which was continued after his death by his widow, Bess of Hardwick. It was square, built around an inner courtyard and had four storeys, square angle turrets, and a gatehouse to the west with triangular projecting turrets. Nothing can be seen of this house but two of the smaller buildings in its gardens, the Hunting Tower, in the woods to the north-east, and Queen Mary's Bower, north-west of the north entrance of the house, survive. 
The present house was commenced in 1687 by William Cavendish, fourth Earl of Devon-shire (1640-1707) who was made the first Duke in 1688. At first the complete replacement of Bess of Hardwick's house was not contemplated but was achieved gradually. The first part of the building to be constructed was a new south range, designed by William Talman, who also later designed a new east front. In 1700 a new phase began with the construction of the 
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west range which has been attributed to Talman and colonnades were added to the south range. Finally in 1 7 0 5 - 7 came the last stage in the reconstruction of the house, the north front. This is mainly in the form of a shallow curve to connect the east and west ranges which differed in their extent to the north and was designed by Thomas Archer. 
Soon after 1755 James Paine was associated with a further building period and his extensive stables to the north-east remain. Sir Jeffry Wyatville in 1820 began the new north wing, which destroyed the compactness of the old house. The sixth Duke ( 1 7 9 0 - 1 8 5 5) finished the wing with the Temple Attic, the big Belvedere storey at the north end. 
For the interior the first Duke had employed Laguerre and Verrio for the painting, Cibber for sculpture and Tijou for ironwork, but the woodwork was by the local sculptor Samuel Watson. Later, Wyatville made many changes inside the house particularly the suite below the State Rooms. 
The gardens and grounds are largely due to the first Duke in spite of later alterations. In 1699 the house was reached from the west not the north. To the south-west, south, south-east and east were formal parterres laid out by the King's gardeners, George Lorde and Henry Wise, with fountains and statuary and the Bowling Green. On the south was the Long Canal and to the east the Cascade coming down from the Wilderness. Water was brought from the hill tops and led to a Baroque Aqueduct. The Cascade House was built in 1702 probably to the design of Thomas Archer. In 1760 Capability Brown changed the character of the surroundings of the house but the sixth Duke brought back a more formal layout. 

F. Thompson, Chatsworth ( 1 9 5 0 ) . 

S T A N T O N M O O R . B Y J . P . H E A T H C O T E 

From the 18th century onwards, Stanton Moor has been a favourite area for antiquarians and archaeologists. This is perhaps because of its small area and its accessibility. It was one of the first areas to be recorded in the 18th century, and half of its 70 cairns were excavated by the late J. C. Heathcoate between 1927 and 1952. The finds from these excavations are in the 
Heathcote Museum at Birchover, which was visited by members. 

Most of the cairns are bowl-shaped. The largest, T2, was 54 feet in diameter and 5 feet high. It had two concentric rings of large horizontal stones and contained 12 cremation deposits, some accompanied by collared urns and flint tools. In the centre was a stone burial cist, 4I ft. by z\ ft., which held a cremation of a boy. 
Three mounds are disc mounds, circular banks of rubble with entrances and small upright stones set in the inside of the bank. All contained burials by cremadon but it is not certain that these stone circles were made for sepulchral purposes. One of the circles is called the Nine Ladies (now surrounded by a modern wall). Nearby is the King Stone, an outlier of the type regularly found with stone circles. It is possible that this may represent the male whereas the circle represents the female, or the single stone may be the remaining tradition of an avenue. 

A R B O R L O W . B Y J . P . H E A T H C O T E 

Arbor Low is the most famous of Derbyshire prehistoric monuments. It is a henge monument, a sacred site, with a circular bank of 250 ft. diameter and 7 ft. in height. Inside the bank is a ditch 30 ft. wide and 6 ft. deep. Both bank and ditch have entrances approxi-mately north-west and south-east. On the central plateau inside the ditch is a circle of nearly 
5 o stones, 150 ft. in diameter, all now lying on the ground but once set upright. They are all of local limestone. In the centre are three larger stones probably once set up to form a U-shaped Cove. 

A barrow apparently about a century or more later than the Circle was erected on the south end of the bank. It has been excavated many dmes and in the centre was found a stone cist or small chamber with a cremadon and two food vessels. A low bank several hundreds of yards long, comes up to Arbor Low on the south side. It is likely to be a fortification of a later period, perhaps Iron Age. Abor Low was excavated in 1901-2 by Mr. St. George Gray for the Bridsh Association but the results were inconclusive. 
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Y O U L G R E A V E C H U R C H . B Y M R S . H E L E N B O N N E Y 

There is no mention in Domesday Book of a church at Youlgreave, but one had been built before n 54 by which time it had been given to Leicester Abbey, itself founded in 1143. The gift was confirmed in a Charter of Henry II of c. 1x54. The vicarage was ordained in 1224, and in the late 15 th century a chantry was founded at the altar of the Blessed Virgin by Thomas and John, the second and fourth sons of Henry Vernon of Haddon. In 1552, the rectory and advowson of the vicarage were granted to Sir William Cavendish and his heirs, the Dukes of Devonshire. 
The building contains work of various dates throughout the medieval period. Of the late Norman church only the nave survives. The south arcade extends further west than the north arcade; the pillars are circular, with scallop capitals on the south side and volutes and heads on the north; the arches are double-chamfered, those on the south are semi-circular, but those on the north are pointed, and have labels with headstops. This north arcade also has two keeled shafts in the west respond, and must be considerably the later of the two, finished by c. 1200. The north aisle and doorway may have been originally of about the same date, but this part of the church has been much restored; early limestone masonry is visible externally in the north wall. The south aisle was widened late in the 13th century or early in the 14th, and the south porch added; both south windows have plain bar tracery. 
Extensive rebuilding and enlargement took place in the late 15 th century. The chancel was rebuilt; to the west, the tower and an unaisled extension were added to the nave, and a new clerestory and roof were built along its entire length. The eastern boss of this roof is carved with the arms of Vernon. The tower has eight crocketed pinnacles, an embattled stair turret, angle buttresses of eight stages, and a tall east arch into the nave. There is a sanctus bellcote over the east gable of the nave. Restoration in 1869-70 was by Norman Shaw and included the new east window, with its Burne Jones glass, two new windows in the north aisle, and the west windows of both aisles. 
The late i2th-century font came from Elton in 1838. It is circular, decorated with leaves and a dragon in low relief, and has the most unusual feature of a projecting stoup. Built into the north wall of the nave, near the west pier, is a late medieval carved panel with a figure standing under an arch. The monuments include an early i4th-century stone effigy of a knight, and two notable alabaster monuments: a diminutive effigy of Thomas Cokayne 

(ob. 1488) on a tombchest decorated with angels and (restored) shields, and a relief panel to Robert Gylbert (ob. 1492) who kneels with his family at the feet of the Virgin and Child. 
Y O U L G R E A V E O L D H A L L F A R M . B Y M . W . B A R L E Y 

Youlgreave Old Hall Farm, built in 1630, is a good example of the type of house which had widespread popularity in the West Midlands in the 17th century; examples of it can be found in every county between Derbyshire and Herefordshire. It is derived from the medieval house with a hall and one cross wing. The i7th-century version is of two storeys throughout. The hall range may have either one or two rooms on the ground floor; this is the larger version, with hall and kitchen heated by fireplaces back to back. The wing may contain either one or two parlours; in this instance there is only one, and the rear part of the wing contains a buttery and the newel staircase. Many parallels could be found for precisely this arrangement, and also for the fact that the parlour was originally unheated. There are garrets over both ranges, that over the hall being lit by a dormer window, the others by windows in the gables. There is one somewhat unusual feature, an external stone stair to the chamber over the kitchen. The out-shot dairy running the length of the hall range at the rear appears to be a later addition. The house is of stone throughout, including internal partitions, except that between parlour and buttery. There is a uniform, and as far as possible symmetrical, arrangement of mullioned windows, the mullions having a steep chamfer. 
A panel over the doorway bears the date 1630 and the initials I.B. and F.B. It has been suggested that the initials indicate a member of the Buxton family, which held the manor for a period prior to selling it to the Manners in 1685. Another possibility is that the house was built 
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Fig. i. Youlgreave Old Hall Farm as in 1630 
by a member of the Birds family. Francis Birds (1677-1731), described in the Dictionary of 
National Biography as a sculptor of Piccadilly, and whose signature occurs on the epitaph in Tissington church to Martha Fitzherbert (1699) seems to have been descended from a Youlgreave family, members of which are referred to in the parish registers between 1599 and 1688. 

The writer wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Francis Fisher in correspondence concerning this building. 

N. Kirkham, Derbyshire Arch. J. LXXV ( 1955) , 33 -5 . 

B A K E W E L L C H U R C H . B Y J . THOMPSON 

The existence of a pre-conquest church at Bakewell can be inferred from the presence of a considerable collection of sculptured stones and from the western parts of the existing structure (Fig. 2). From the size of the parish, which has now been subdivided, and from the architectural evidence it is probable that there was at Bakewell a Minster church of some importance. 
Doomsday Book states that after the conquest there were two priests at Bakewell, the church then being in the gift of William Peverel. In 115 4 his descendants forfeited the church to the King who subsequently gave it in 1189 to the Earl of Mortaigne, the future King John. The latter granted it in 1192 to Lichfield Cathedral at which time it was collegiate, a status it had possibly retained from pre-conquest days. 
From a study of the fabric it seems reasonable to deduce that an unaisled Saxon nave was converted, early in the 12th century, into an aisled structure by piercing the side walls with four unequal arches resting on plain piers with corbelled capitals, and inserting small clerestory windows in the upper walls. A central tower, central transepts, chancel and the bases for two western towers were also commenced at this time. Late in the 12th century, probably between 1189-1192 when the west tower project had been abandoned, the tower arches were walled up on their outer faces and the presumably Saxon west wall cased and provided with an elaborated west door surmounted by an arcade of interlacing arches. During the first half of the 13 th century a three bay south transept with eastern aisle was begun but probably pro-gressed slowly as the grand south front appears to have been of late 13th-century character and the aisle windows have decorated tracery. In support of this theory the responds of the arcade were originally of i3th-century design whereas the piers could not have been built before the 14th century. While this transept was in course of erection the chancel was rebuilt, one of the chancel windows being in line with the incomplete east wall of the transept. The late 13th-century chancel has windows with Y-tracery and rear arches resting on nook shafts; at the east end is a lofty pair of Y-traceried windows. Also at this time the north aisle was increased in width, both aisles refenestrated and new north and south doors with dog tooth enrichment inserted. In the 15 th century the nave walls were raised to accommodate a new clerestory replacing the earlier windows which had been covered by the heightened aisle roofs. The chancel walls were also raised in height and the roof pitch lowered. 
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Much of the present appearance of the church is due to a series of 19th-century restora-tions. The spire and the i4th-century belfry stage of the tower were dismantled early in the century and in 1841 the i2th-century tower piers were removed together with the three eastern bays of the nave arcade and the entire south transept, works apparently intended to prelude an entire rebuilding of the fabric, many designs for which are preserved in the church. The rebuilt nave arcades and tower piers are of 19th-century design, and the south transept, the tower and spire were all considerably altered in detail. Much of the archaeological development of the church was obscured by these extensive reconstructions, apparently necessitated by 

BAKEWELL ALL SAINTS' CHURCH scales 
Fig. 2. Plan of west end 

foundation failures, but in the course of excavating for new tower footings the majority of the pre-conquest sculptures preserved in the porch were discovered. Later in the century the west towers were excavated and the base of one of them re-erected in the churchyard. 
In the south aisle is the alabaster Foljambe monument carvedin 1385 and with an inscrip-tion of 1803. In the south transept are a series of tombs of which the altar tomb to John Vernon (0^.1477) was removed from the chancel. The remaining monuments commemorate Sir John Manners (ob. 1584) and Dorothy Vernon, George Manners (ob. 1623) and Grace Pierrepoint, Sir George Vernon (ob. 1567) and Sir Thomas Wentersley (0^.1403). 
The chancel screen is 15th-century; the stalls have i4th-century misericords. The carved crucifixion set in the i9th-century reredos is i5th-century German work. 

J. C. Cox, Notes on the Churches of Derbyshire (1875-9). 
H. C. Brooke-Taylor, The Storj of Bakewell Parish Church. Arch. J. LXXI ( 1 9 1 4 ) , includes a plan and description of the church at the time of restoration. 

W E D N E S D A Y , 1 2 T H J U L Y 

H A R D W I C K H A L L . B Y D R . M . G I R O U A R D ( F i g . 3 ) 

The New Hall at Hardwick was started in 15 91, before the Old Hall was finished. The explanation lies in the death of Lord Shrewsbury on 18th November, 15 90, which considerably improved his widow's financial position. It was as a result of this that, having spent over four years building one house of considerable magnificence, she suddenly started building another even more splendid one only a few yards way. She moved into the latter on 4th October, 1597. 
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Fig. 3. Plans of Hardwick Hall 
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Many features which appear in her earlier houses reach their consummation at Hardwick: height, great acreage of glass, a transverse hall, a suite of state-rooms at the top of the house, and a series of turrets with roof-top rooms. A remarkable feature of the plan is the provision of two distinct but complementary suites of rooms: the state rooms on the second floor, consisting of great chamber (the High Great Chamber), withdrawing-room, best bedchamber and Long Gallery; and Bess's suite on the first floor, consisting of Great Chamber (the Low Great Chamber), withdrawing-room and her own bedchamber. The two great chambers are reached by separate staircases, starting respectively to the north and south of the dais-end of the hall. The main south staircase, of stone throughout, is ingeniously and dramatically threaded through the house in a way that has no parallel elsewhere in England, although it is foreshadowed, in much simpler form, in the Old Hall. The Chapel originally rose through two storeys, but only the top half, opposite the Low Great Chamber, survives. Extra height is given to the kitchen, below the Low Great Chamber, by sinking it through the cellar floor. Bedrooms are provided on all four floors, and on a mezzanine floor running alongside the upper north half of the Long Gallery. 
There is little doubt that plans and some kind of elevations for Hardwick were provided by Robert Smythson of Wollaton. The main evidence consists of a variant plan for Hardwick (very close to the executed one) preserved in the Smythson drawings at the R.I.B.A.,1 and an entry in the Hardwick account books recording the gift (for services not specified) of £i to 'Mr. Smythson the surveyour' on 27th March 1597. Stylistically the house is closely related to Smythson's documented work at Longleat, Wollaton, and Worksop. The bold, ingenious, and dramatic design of Hardwick is in fact due to collaboration between a remarkable patron and a mason-architect of genius. Hardwick was the prototype of an interesting series of late Elizabethan and Jacobean houses, of compact plan with transverse halls: the group includes Charlton House Greenwich, Plas Teg Flintshire, Holland House and Somerhill Kent. 
There is no space here to describe the decoration and contents of the interior. Abraham Smith was responsible for a series of plasterwork overmantels and for the famous plaster frieze in the High Great Chamber; Thomas Accres carved fireplaces and doorcases in marble; and the collection of i6th-century tapestry, embroidery, furniture and pictures make Hardwick the most complete Elizabethan ensemble in the country. 

H A R D W I C K O L D H A L L . B Y D R . M . G I R O U A R D ( F i g . 4 ) 

The old hall at Hardwick occupies the site of the dwelling-house of the Hardwick family, where Elizabeth, the famous Bess of Hardwick, was born in 15 20. The Hardwicks were only small local gentry and the house was a small and unpretentious one. In 1576 Elizabeth, by now Countess of Shrewsbury, bought the house and property from her brother James, who was in financial difficulties. She did little to it until 15 86, at which period she started to enlarge it in order to make it her main residence; Chatsworth, where she had lived before that date, had been dismantled and abandoned as a result of a dispute with her husband. Work started early in 1586 and went on into the early 159o's;the building accounts survive (as do those for the New Hall) and are now at Chatsworth. The hall of the old house was retained (though remodelled and enlarged) as the centre of the new building, with substantial wings added to either side and extra storeys built on top. 
The house as remodelled was (for the most part) four storeys high. The hall ran across the centre of the house, with its axis at right angles to that of the house as a whole. The other two main rooms, the Hill Great Chamber and the Forest Great Chamber, were both up on the third floor. These features probably represent the personal preferences of Bess herself. The impressive height had been anticipated in her earlier buildings, at Chatsworth, Buxton Hall, and Worksop Manor. The transverse hall may have been anticipated by her at Manor Lodge, Worksop, but is otherwise the earliest known hall of this type in England; it reappears in Hardwick New Hall. Top floor reception-rooms were to be found at Worksop Manor and Manor Lodge, and possibly at Chatsworth. 

1 Architectural History, v (1962), 7 1 . 
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Reproduced by permission from Arcbaeologia, vol. lxiv 
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The Old Hall was used by Bess and her immediate descendants as an annexe to the New but fell into ruin in the course of the 18th and 19th centuries. Considerable remains of internal plasterwork survive, notably a series of plaster overmantels modelled by Abraham Smith. The most impressive of these is that in the Hill Great Chamber, with its large figures of giants in armour. 
BOLSOVER CASTLE. See p. 199. 
CRESWELL CRAGS 

In the cliffs of magnesian limestone at Creswell are several small cavities which offered shelter to hunters and fishermen of the later Palaeolithic and Mesolithic periods. They have yielded results unsurpassed in this country except those of Kent's Hole at Torquay. They were discovered in April, 1875 by the Rev. J. Magers Mello. There are four main caves which have been examined: Church Hole, Mother Grundy's Parlour, Pin Hole Cave and Robin Hood's Cave. 
Church Hole is a straight cave nearly 200 ft. long and 4 to 5 ft. wide. The finds show that occupation began at about 50,000 B.C. and Roman and later material was found in the uppermost layers. Mother Grundy's Parlour is a U-shaped cave with the main chamber 35 ft. by 22 ft. Remains of hearths and a fine series of flint tools have been recovered. An engraving on bone of a reindeer was found in the upper palaeolithic levels. 
Pin Hole Cave is a narrow fissure 50 ft. long. The bevelled end of a harpoon in ivory with a simple engraved decoration and a piece of bone on which one of the very rare engraved drawings of a human figure has been worked were found here together with an important series of flints with a time span of perhaps 50,000 years. Robin Hood's Cave has two main chambers with a number of small cells and passages leading from them. The upper palaeolithic finds are important including finely worked flint blades and other domestic tools. A piece of bone engraved with the head of a horse is thought to be the finest example of palaeolithic art in Britain. 

S T E E T L E Y C H A P E L . B Y C . A . R A L E G H R A D F O R D 

Steetley was originally, and is now again, a chapel within the parish of Whitwell; for a time, in the 14th century, it ranked as a separate rectory. The chapel, which dates from the middle of the 12th century, or rather earlier, was erected by Gley de Breton, a local landholder. It is a very perfect and little altered example of a small church consisting of nave, chancel and apse with a south porch. The outer opening of the porch, the arch leading to the chancel and the ribbed vaulting of the apse are all elaborately ornamented. Externally there are fine corbels and an ornamented string round the apse. Forced openings in the chancel, now again walled up, date from the period after the Reformation, when the building was put to secular uses. The chapel was reconciled in 1882. 
J. Cox, Notes on the Churches of Derbyshire, 1, 399-402. 
Journ. B.A.A., n.s., xxxix, 46-8. 
Derby. Arch. Journ., vi., xxxvi-xxxix. 

B A R L B O R O U G H H A L L . B Y D R . M . G I R O U A R D 

Barlborough Hall was built by Sir Francis Rodes (1530?-! 5 88), a successful lawyer who became a judge of the Court of Common Pleas in 1585. It carries the date 1583 on the porch and above the side-entrance, and 15 84 on the chimney-piece in the Great Chamber. The house has subsequently been considerably altered internally, and redecorated; the dates 1697 and 1825, which occur in the hall and on the new porch added to the east entrance, probably give the main periods for the alterations. 
The house is three storeys high, approximately 80 ft. square, and built round a very small internal courtyard. On the entrance (south) front is a rectangular entrance porch with, to 
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either side, a bold five-sided bay window carried up above parapet level to form a turret, with a little room giving onto the roof. There are similar turrets on the north front, but here the central feature is a bay window of unusual plan, with a triangular projection in the centre. A fifth turret is provided by the lantern that surmounts the newel staircase south of the courtyard. The east and west fronts have shallow three-sided bay windows at their centres, but are otherwise flat. These fronts are only approximately symmetrical, but complete sym-metry is preserved on the more showy north and south fronts, at the expense of a certain number of false, or inconveniently placed, windows. 
The four turrets, and the staircase lantern are the dominant feature of the exterior, but there is a considerable amount of carved ornament. The main entrance, in the south porch, has a grand surround, with coupled Doric columns, of very respectable classical architecture, though the opening into the porch which it encloses has a four-centred Tudor arch and mouldings to match. Above are carved the coats-of-arms of Rodes himself, the Earl of Shrewsbury, and the Queen. All round the house, between the principal and upper floors, are medallions of heads, male and female, carved in deep relief and with considerable accom-plishment. The parapet of the main block is crenellated but those of the turrets are made up of a curious combination of rectangular piers and fan-shaped lunettes. The staircase lantern had a similar parapet, but this has been dismantled in recent years. The windows have con-ventional Elizabethan ovolo-mouldings; for some reason (perhaps because the rooms on this front were mostly bedrooms) those on the west front are considerably smaller than those on the other three fa$ades. The windows, quoins, and ornamental features are of dressed stone, but the house is otherwise of rough stone, rendered. 
The kitchen and offices were originally on the ground floor, which will hereafter be referred to for convenience as the basement, though it is completely above ground level. The main rooms are on the floor above, which will be referred to as the principal floor; the main entrance led in at this level, which necessitated a bold flight of twenty-one steps leading up to the porch. The top floor was confined to bedrooms. 
In the 19th century, probably in 1825, the house was re-oriented. The main entrance was moved from the principal floor on the south front to the basement on the east front; a new east hall was formed in the basement; and the courtyard was covered and partly filled with a staircase leading up from the new hall to the principal floor. An inventory1 made on the death of Sir John Rodes, junior, in 1639 gives the function and contents of the rooms at this period, though, as is usual in the case of inventories, not all the rooms can be identified with certainty. 

The Principal Floor 
It will be most convenient to describe the principal floor first. The first six rooms listed in the 1639 inventory are the Hall, the Great Chamber, the Little Dining Chamber, Sir John Rodes' bedchamber, the Scarlet Bed Chamber, and the Satin Bed Chamber; and it can reason-ably be assumed that these are the six main rooms on this floor, described in anti-clockwise order. 
The Hall contains no original fittings. The heraldic overmantel is dated 1697, and this is clearly also the date of the cornice and handsome bolection-moulded doorcases (those at the west end of the hall have recently been shifted to partition off a lobby, not shown on the plan). The wall-panels and pelmets (the latter decorated with engaging Walter-Scott-Romantic helmets) probably date from 1825 or thereabout. The chimney-piece is a Victorian mock-up of old and new carved oak. 
To the north of the hall is the great chamber, now the chapel. The south end of this was originally partitioned off to form a lobby between the great chamber and the hall; an 'old plan' is said to be in existence showing a staircase running up from this lobby to the top floor, and this may have been the original arrangement. The principal feature of the great chamber is the elaborate two-storey fireplace, dated 1584, and of stone, though now painted. This has 

1 Now in the Joint Record Office in the Public Library, Lichfield, and kindly communicated to me by 
Mr. R. S. Boumphrey. 
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BARLBOROVGH HALL 

Plan of Principal Floor Z 'P 
Fig. 5. Plan omitting later alterations 

two orders of coupled Doric and Ionic columns, of the same quality as the entrance portal 
and is elaborately decorated with heraldic achievements and carved figures of Francis Rodes 
and his two wives, Elizabeth Sandford and Maria Charleton. The stone Doric pilasters on the 
reveals of the windows are also original, though the similar pilasters of wood elsewhere in 
the room are clearly later. A fragment of original painted wall decoration has been uncovered 
on the east wall. The ribbed plaster ceiling is 19th century. 

The adjoining room, in the centre of the north front and probably originally the Little 
Dining Chamber, has been partitioned and now has no features of interest, apart from its 
elaborate bay-window. In the north-west corner room (Sir John Rodes' bedroom?) is what 
could be original panelling, though it is now grained and gilded, and has had i8th-century 
doors inserted. The central room on the west front (the Scarlet Bed Chamber ?) has an early 
i8th-century fireplace and an original cornice and frieze, the latter very deep and decorated 
with a running design of what appear to be dolphins, although they have been much obscured 
by continual overpainting. In the south-west room (the Satin Bed Chamber?) is bolection-
moulded panelling, probably of 1697, a mid-i8th century fireplace and a i9th-century plaster 
ribbed ceiling. 
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The most remarkable feature of the planning, on this and every floor, is the circulation. On each floor a corridor runs round all four sides of the central courtyard; the arrangement survives intact in the basement and on the top floor, though on the principal floor the east corridor has been amalgamated with the new staircase. Moreover, the main partition walls are of immense thickness, and this permits a series of little closets to be hollowed out of them between each room round the outer walls; these closets are lit by single light windows, which form a distinctive feature on the exterior. Many of these closets have doors opening into the rooms on each side, and it is possible that this was originally the case with all of them, and that the house had an almost complete circulation system from room to room along the outer walls, in addition to the central circulation system provided by the corridors. 
On this floor there is an original stone doorcase leading from the west corridor to the small dining chamber. This has a four-centred arch within a square head, the spandrels are carved with oak-leaves, and above the arch is the inscription F . RODES-SERVIEN. D N E . R E G I N E . 

AD. L E G E M (the same inscription is carved on the porch). There are two plainer original stone openings, also with four-centred arches in square heads, at the junction of the north and west corridors. 
Access to the first floor is by the original circular wooden newel staircase opening off the south corridor. This comes up from the basement to a small landing just below the principal floor level; from this two separate small flights lead, one up into what would have been the screens end of the hall, the other into the south corridor with easy access to the Great Chamber. The stairs then proceed up to the top floor, and conclude in a plain but elegant octagonal lantern, with a bold moulding running in a circle above the lantern windows. 

The Top Floor 
The most remarkable feature of the top floor is again the circulation system, which is similar to that on the floor below. The corridors survive intact, though the north corridor has been blocked off to contain a later staircase up to the roof. There are closets between the rooms along the west, north and east, but not the south fronts. Most of the doorways onto the corridor retain their original arched stone openings (again, four-centred in a square head) and there are a few more original openings elsewhere on this floor. Otherwise there are few features of interest, though some rooms have plain panelling of the 17th and 18th centuries. The small room over the west end of the hall has an Elizabethan composition floor and what may be an original cavetto cornice. 
What appear to be the rooms on this floor in the 1639 inventory are listed as the Velvet bedchamber, the Watchet chamber, the Black, Yellow, Green and Red bedchambers, the Hall chamber and Mr. Mallories chamber — all bedrooms. The Velvet bedchamber, with hangings worth £8, a bedstead with velvet tester and taffaty curtains, and chairs and stools upholstered in velvet, was clearly the best bedchamber in the house; there is little doubt that it was the room in the north east angle, above the great chamber; this is the biggest room on this floor, and was once bigger still, for at some period the south partition wall had been moved a few feet to the north, necessitating the staggering of one of the door openings. 

The Basement 
The basement has been considerably altered, but has the same corridor system as on the floors above, and the remains of a similar, though not so complete, series of closets. This floor would seem, from the inventory, to have contained the Great Chamber Entry, the buttery, buttery cellar, Strong beer cellar, Pastry, Larder, Scullery, Pantry and Kitchen. It is uncertain where the kitchen originally was but the most likely position is perhaps in the south-west angle, occupying a position which has since been partitioned up. There is an original outside doorway leading out of this in the west wall, though it now opens into a later corridor. The entrance hall, in the centre of the east front, assumed its present function in 1825, to judge from the date on the porch by which it is entered, and most of its detail dates from this period. It has, however, one i6th-century arched doorway in its south-east corner, and this retains its original door, with a small quatrefoiled loop. The room was probably the one described in the inventory as the 'Great Chamber Entry' as it is immediately below the Great Chamber. 
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Outbuildings To the south-west of the house is a group of lower buildings, once free-standing but now connected to the main block by a igth-century corridor. These buildings are probably post-Elizabethan, but seem to have been built by 1639, when they contained the nurseries, servants' rooms, stables, dairy, brewhouse, bakehouse and wash-house. At their south-west corner is a little gazebo or banqueting house, now very derelict; when built it was perhaps free-standing. It is of two storeys, with a room on each floor, and has a semi-circular bow window at one end. In the upper room is a two stage chimney-piece with the Rodes coat-of-arms. The building is dated 1582 and carved with the names of Elizabeth and Mary Rodes, but these names and dates do not seem to be in their original positions. 
In the courtyard between the house and the stable block is a contemporary conduit-head, surmounted by a stone lion, whose mouth acts as a water spout. Another contemporary feature worth mentioning is a tall, thin stone panel carved with what appears to be a family tree, decorated with coats of arms: this is now set into a garden wall north of the house, and is very much weathered, but was probably originally in some position inside the house. 

D I S C U S S I O N On stylistic grounds there are strong reasons for attributing the design of Barlborough to Robert Smythson, although there is no documentary evidence for this, nor any designs for Barlborough in the Smythson collection in the R.I.B.A. But the height and compactness of Barlborough, its romantic outline, its basement kitchen and offices, the way the bay windows are carried up to form turrets, and the way the chimney-stacks are confined to the internal walls to keep the outside facades free for display of huge windows, are all features comparable with Smythson's work at Longleat, Wollaton, and Worksop, though Barlborough is a much smaller house than these. Wollaton was started a little earlier than Barlborough (1580); Worksop was going up at about the same time (fireplace dated 1585). Moreover Sir Francis Rodes clearly considered the Earl of Shrewsbury, the builder of Worksop, as his patron, displaying the Shrewsbury coat of arms along with his own and that of the Queen on the entrance front: their exact relationship remains obscure, but the Shrewsburys were the great local landowners and Rodes may have looked after their law-business. 
The bay window on the north front (of a type derived from Perpendicular examples) is worth comparing with the great bay windows at the Hall, Bradford-on-Avon, which Smythson may also have designed. There is a similar window at Cayley Hall, near Otley, and there used to be a very grand example, long since demolished, at Toddington in Bedford-shire. Two sets of Smythson plans1 have corridor systems comparable with that at Barl-borough, though nowhere near so complete: in this respect Barlborough is uniquely advanced for its date. Its immensely thick internal walls and curious system of closets are individual peculiarities. It is also out of the ordinary, in an Elizabethan context, in having the Great Chamber on the same floor as the hall. For its size it was short of reception rooms; it had only the great chamber and small dining chamber (which, judging from the inventory, was also used as a living room) with no parlour, long gallery, or withdrawing chamber. 
At the time Barlborough was being built Smythson would still have been fully employed at Wollaton, and he probably provided little more than a plan and one or two elevations. He is unlikely to have supervised the detailing, which is somewhat haphazard. The house seems to show the work of at least two masons and stone-carvers: one capable of supplying the classical detail of the porch, parapets, medallions and great-chamber fireplace, and a more old-fashioned craftsman responsible for the arched doorways that figure prominently through-out the house. As is well-known Barlborough had a near twin in the recently demolished Heath Old Hall, near Wakefield, built at much the same time, though Barlborough was probably slightly earlier. Heath, however, had no comparable corridor system, and a more conventional arrangement of rooms, with a Great Chamber and Long Gallery on the floor above the hall. 

I am indebted to Mr. John Weaver for many useful comments on the house, and for drawing the plan, which 
is based on one kindly supplied by W. H. Curtis, the architect in charge of the restoration-work recently carried 
out at the house. 

1 R.I.B.A. nos. I/19 (Slingsby Castle), n / 2 (unidentified); Architectural History, v, (1962). 
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T H U R S D A Y , I J T H J U L Y 

CROMFORD BRIDGE. BY T. L. J O N E S 

It is not known exactly when this bridge over the river Derwent was built but the masonry and detail are consistent with a date in the 15 th century. It is constructed of good quality ashlar, and has three pointed arches, separated on each side by triangular cutwaters. The bridge has been widened on the west side, and the arches on this side lack the mouldings of the originals. 
The adjacent bridge chapel is apparently contemporary with the bridge. Only a small portion of the west end of the building stands to its original height, and this contains a pointed doorway and a square headed two light window. The lower courses of the remainder of the walls were exposed and consolidated in the course of preservation work carried out by the Derbyshire Archaeological Society in 1951. During the course of this work remains of earlier foundations were found beneath the chapel, and some of these, within the building, have been left exposed. 

ST. MARY'S CHURCH, WIRKSWORTH 
H I S T O R I C A L I N T R O D U C T I O N . B Y C . A . R A L E G H R A D F O R D 

Wirksworth lies in the centre of a rich lead producing district. The importance of the Saxon exploitation of these ores is illustrated by a charter of 835, in which Abbess Kynewara makes a grant of land at Wirksworth on condition that the grantee shall pay to the metro-politan church of Canterbury a rent of 300 .̂ worth of lead for the use of the Cathedral. In Domesday Book Wirksworth figures as an important royal manor; the detailed survey notes three lead mines and a church and priest. Between 1100 and 1109 the churches of Wirksworth and Derby were granted to the church of Lincoln to form a prebend. In the Taxation of 1291, Wirksworth is valued at £46 131. 4J. plus £10 for the vicarage and a pension of £13 6s. %d. drawn by the Dean of Lincoln. 
These facts suggest that there was a pre-Conquest minster at Wirksworth. By analogy with the other pre-Conquest minsters in the North Midlands a cruciform church of the late 10th or n t h century might be expected while a stone church of even earlier date is also likely. The only surviving relics of this age are the stone carving described below, two capitals of ioth-nth century date preserved in the North transept and a few cross fragments of the same period. 

A R C H I T E C T U R A L D E S C R I P T I O N . B Y P . M . G . E D E N 

The church ( P I . X I X B ) is cruciform consisting of a nave with aisles, clearstorey and S . porch; transepts, aisled to the E.; central tower with short leaded spire; aisled and clear-storeyed chancel; and an eastern chapel. The upper stages of the central tower are reached by means of a stair contrived in the W. wall of the S. transept. The fabric is mostly of 13 th and early i4th-century date in a rather conservative idiom with walls of carboniferous limestone in the earlier work and, later, sandstone; the roofs are covered with local slates and lead. 
Nothing in the existing fabric appears to be older than c. 1200. It is a patchwork of almost every century, the product evidently of almost incessant piecemeal rebuilding. There seems to have been condnuous settlement, suggesting that the site may already have been disturbed by quarrying or mining when the first church (not necessarily a stone one) was built there. On plan (Fig. 6) the alignment of the walls and piers is thus more irregular than usual. The date hatching on this plan, it must be confessed, is necessarily rather arbitrary. 
The major rebuilding of 1200-13 50 w a s clearly complicated by the failure,or anticipated failure, of the early i3th-century tower, the piers of which exhibit characteristics suggesting a date of c. 1300, and thus as at Witney Oxfordshire and probably for the same reason post-date the intermediate stage. Earlier pier bases exposed at the foot of the N.E. pier are probably not in situ, although at first glance they would appear to be so. This underpinning of the tower was allowed for in the construction or reconstruction of the nave arcades which appear 
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to have been set out f.1250 and completed about the turn of the century: their E. responds are placed clear of the tower with the evident intention of making them independent of it. 
Following the insertion of the new tower piers the transepts were enlarged during the 14th century by the addition of eastern aisles and the chancel arcades were rebuilt. Later medieval alterations included the addition of clearstoreys, apparently to all four limbs, and the rebuilding of the S. aisle of the chancel and of both aisles of the nave. 
Much work was carried out on the church during the 19th century. In 1820 the aisles of both transepts were enlarged and fitted with galleries. This necessitated the removal of the W. piers of the chancel arcades. Further changes were made in 1855. Between 1870 and 1876 a major restoration was carried out under Gilbert Scott, in the course of which there was extensive renovadon throughout. In addition the transept walls were reduced to their original height and the innovations of 1820 undone as far as possible. 

T H E W I R K S W O R T H S T O N E . B Y R . W . P . C O C K E R T O N 

This stone (Fig. 7)1 was found in 1820 when the pavement in front of the altar was removed; it was two feet below the surface with the carving downwards and covered a stone built vault or grave containing a large perfect human skeleton. Dr. Cox2 says that the stone was probably carved to cover the remains of the missionary priest who first built a Church at Wirksworth. The relics of such a saintly person would in accordance with ancient practice inevitably be placed near the altar. 
The stone shows affinities with Eastern or Byzantine iconography rather than Latin or Western use, the scenes having parallels with those connected with the Eastern festival cycles. 
Though there has been much confusion over the interpretation of the scenes, at least two of which at the left side of the stone are lost through fracture, I am at last able, through intensive study, to offer the following as fairly certain: 

1 Pedilavium, or Christ washing the feet of the disciples. A scene favoured in the Gallican liturgy. 
2 Crucifixion. A lamb slain on an equal armed Grecian type cross, with the four symbols of the evangelists holding books in the angles. This symbol of the lamb slain upon a cross (not the lively Agnus Dei of later times) was banned by Canon L X X X I of the Quini-sext or Trullan Council of Constantinople of 692 which decreed 'that the figure in human form of the Lamb who taketh away the sin of the world, Christ our God, be henceforth exhibited in images, instead of the ancient lamb, so that all may understand by means of it the depth of the humiliation of the Word of God, and that we may recall to our memory His conversation in the flesh, His passion and salutary death, and His redemption which was wrought for the whole world'. 
3 Koimesis, or the body of the Blessed Virgin Mary being borne out for burial. This scene, headed by St. John carrying the sacred palm, with other apostles carrying the body of the Virgin on a stretcher, the High Priest who seized hold of the bier being dragged beneath and the 'great cloud over the bier like the great circle that used to be seen about the splendour of the moon and an host of angels was in the cloud sending forth a song of sweetness . . . ', fits closely into the apocryphal account as recorded in the Apocryphal New Testament3. The scene on the stone is thought to be the earliest known portrayal of this scene in the whole of Western Art, and enshrines the idea of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin. 
4 Presentation in the Temple — Simeon holds the Christ child in his arms 'A light to lighten the Gentiles and to be the glory of thy people Israel', the figure of the Virgin is partly broken off. The hand of God points down from above. 

1 A photograph is reproduced in Arcb. J., XCIV, fcg. p. 15. 
2 J. C. Cox, Notes on tbe Churches of Derbyshire (1875-9), H> 552-
3 Apocryphal New Testament, Oxford (1924), 213. 
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5 Anastasis, or the Descent into Hell — Christ is releasing man, in the form of a babe in swaddling clothes, to re-birth, symbolising the release of all souls from the shades, with the exception of three, who were so depraved that even Christ could not release them, Cain, Herod, and Judas Iscariot. We see the three left burning in a brazier. The account comes from a book written not earlier than the 5 th century called The Book of the Resur-
rection of Christ by Bartholomew the Apostle1. 

6 Ascension — Christ holding a cross staff in a mandorla, in which he is being conveyed up into heaven by the four archangels. The blessed Virgin and St. John on either side below, and on either side of them the two men (angels) in white apparel (see Acts i, 10). 

Fig. 7. The Wirksworth Stone 
7 Annunciation — The blessed Virgin, seated, is greeted by the Angel of the Annunciation, who carries in his left hand a scroll signifying the Word of God about to be made flesh. 'Hail Mary full of grace . . . ' 
8 Mission — A figure on the right, probably St. Peter, stands in a boat (signifying the Church). The blessed Virgin holds the Christ child on her left arm, and he holds a scroll in his right hand, pointing to St. Peter with his left, to indicate how the Word of God is to be transmitted, through St. Peter and the Church, to the Gentiles. A woman and a man stand behind the blessed Virgin, who may be St. Anne and St. Joseph, but their identification is uncertain. The scene is in effect a re-statement of the Presentation scene above showing how the light is going out 'to lighten the Gentiles'. 

This stone treasure of Wirksworth Church, an ancient foundation of unknown origin dedicated to the blessed Virgin Mary alongside the stream called Ecclesbourne, the name 
eccles indicating an 'ecclesia' or early place of Christian assembly, can speak to us even now of the bright light of Christian faith and belief which enlightened our ancestors many centuries ago. I like to think that it covers the remains of the saintly Betti one of the four evangelists who came down to middle England in 653, and whose place of burial is alone unknown; but this is a speculation which is incapable of actual proof. 

1 Ibid., 183 . 
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W I R K S W O R T H T O W N . B Y M R S . H E L E N B O N N E Y 

Wirksworth lies at the head of the Ecclesbourne Valley, and until 1867 included within the parish Alderwasley, Cromford, Idridgehay, and Middleton, as well as the hamlets nearer the town. Its position and early wealth are alike explained by its lead-mining industry. Three lead-mines were mentioned in Domesday Book. The limestone hills to the north and west are peppered with old shafts, and when the lead trade declined, the same hills provided another valuable raw material, the limestone itself, which is still quarried extensively, especially at Middleton and Hopton Wood. To the south and west the hills are of good sandstone which was used for most of the older buildings in the town, including the Church. The oldest surviving houses are built of limestone with sandstone dressings. 
At the central crossroads, churchyard and market place lie side by side. Until 1832, when the flagged paths were laid, the churchyard extended right up to the houses on its west side and it seems likely that they, and the group of buildings around the 'Hope and Anchor' Hotel have encroached upon the original market place. Many of the houses around the churchyard incorporate stretches of old walling, some of it limestone. Among them, west of the church, is one narrow gable of a house, with mullioned windows, which illustrates how many of the others must once have looked. Until about 1957-8 there stood at the south-east corner of the churchyard a small late medieval Priest's House; only the limestone foundations now remain. Nearby are Gell's Bedehouses, and the Grammar School, both built in 15 84 by the will of Anthony Gell of Hopton (ob. 1583). The almshouses are of sandstone, with mullioned windows, and an inscription dated 1584 over the central door. The School was mainly rebuilt in a 'Gothic' style in 1828, but there is older masonry in its rear wall. 
The shops between churchyard and market place include one good front with two bowed windows. No. 1 West End is a large i8th-century brick house on the south side, and at the north end of the market, the new cut of the Cromford road is flanked by the late i8th-century brick 'Red Lion' on the east, and a mid-i8th century stone house (No. 18) with a Palladian brick addition, on the west. Beside it a narrow lane leads to Dale End and North End. This was the old way up and over the hill to Middleton. It has long been closed, and the 'monkey bridge' by which it crossed the intake quarry north of the town has been destroyed recently. Within the town, it climbs a steep and narrow isthmus between two quarries. Narrow foot-paths lead to the houses perched on either side. At the bottom of the hill is a large, long-derelict, early 17th-century gabled house, built of limestone with coarse sandstone quoins and openings. Further up on the left is the 'Old Hospital', all of sandstone, gabled, and dated 1588. 

The Moot Hall and Barmote Court 

From North End, a rough footpath leads downhill, to the footbridge over the new road, and to the Moot Hall in Chapel Lane, the meeting place of the Barmote Court which judged all disputes over the complex lead-mining laws. It is not clear when the Court was set up, but a former steward, Edward Manlove wrote in 16 5 3 a rhymed description of its liberties and customs, based, according to him, on 'Bundels of Exchequer and Inquisitions taken in the XVIth year of the Reign of King Edward the First, and in other Kings' Reigns, and continued ever since'. In the reign of Henry VII, appeals from the Barmote Court were heard in the Court of the Duchy of Lancaster, and it was a Chancellor of the Duchy, the Hon. Charles Bathurst, who built the present Hall in 1814, replacing another built in 1773 by an earlier Chancellor, Lord Hyde. Large reliefs of mining tools flank the doorway of the present building. The Great Barmote Court, which still meets, was held at Easter and Michaelmas, with twenty-four miners on the Jury, but an ordinary Court, which no longer meets, was held every three weeks, with a Jury of twelve. The Barmaster was originally elected by the miners, but later was appointed by the King. In matters of great importance, or legal complexity, a Steward was appointed to assist the Barmaster in judging the case, and this official gradually became the chief officer of the two. Preserved at the Moot Hall is the bronze standard dish of the Low Peak. At Monyash, in the High Peak, there was formerly another standard dish, which held 16 pints. The Wirksworth dish holds over 14 pints, and the miners' own dishes were 
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A. Norbury church, south side 
(By permission of the National buildings Record) 

B. Wirksworth church, from N.W. 



Derby Cathedral, interior from S.W. 
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checked twice a year against it. It is inscribed, 'This Dishe was made the 4 day of October the 4 yere of the Reigne of Kyng Henry the 8 before George Erie of Shrowesbury Steward of the Kyng most Honourable household and allso Steward of all the honour of Tutbury by the asset and consent as well as of all the Mynours as of all the Brenners within and adjoining the Lordshyp of Wyrkysworth Percell of the said honour. This Dyshe to Remayne In the Moote hall of Wyrkysworth hanging by a Cheyne so as the Mchaumtes or Mynours may have resorte to ye same att all times to make the trw mesure at the same'. 

Further east in Coldwell Street are the early iyth-century Manor House, with its wide gables, and nearby a large classical range of late i8th-century stables. In the area south of the market and church, there are more 17th and i8th-century brick and stone houses. The edge of the old town is clearly marked by a sudden dip in the road. Further south, in the outlying hamlets, are the cotton tape mills. Terraces of stone or brick cottages were built near them, throughout the 19th century. The Haarlem mill on the Derby road is the earliest, and still produces tape. It is a tall brick building with a stone basement, and is most probably the tape mill built in 1780 by Sir Richard Arkwright.1 There are i9th-century mills built of stone at Millers Green, nearby, and at Gorsey Bank further east. 
DERBY CATHEDRAL. BY A. R. DUFTY 

Derby was early a centre of some ecclesiastical importance; two of the six churches recorded in the n t h century were collegiate, All Saints, now the cathedral, and St. Alkmund. Both were pre-Conquest foundations, but material evidence of this has come only from the second, where 9th and 1 ith-century carved stones were discovered when the church was rebuilt in 1845. Nothing of early date has so far been discovered at All Saints. 
Between 1100 and 1107 All Saints was given by Henry I to God and the church of St. Mary at Lincoln. The gift constituted the Dean of Lincoln also dean of the collegiate church which, with its estates, was part of the endowment of the Deanery. It was early considered to pertain exclusively to the Dean, and the clergy were nominated and instituted by him and not respectively by their own chapter and diocesan. As formally recorded under Edward I, it was exempt from episcopal and archidiaconal jurisdiction. The college was small, only seven in number,and the clear annual value in 1535 was £38 14-r., apart from the Dean's large share (Valor Ecclesiasticus). It was dissolved in the second year of Edward VI; no alternative provision was then made for the parish, but property belonging thereto in the hands of the wardens for the fabric fund was not appropriated to the crown. Under Mary, though the college was not re-established, endowments were granted to Derby Corporation on condition that the bailiffs and burgesses found two priests to officiate in the church. Thus, even antici-pating a return to Protestantism, continuity was more or less assured by involving important lay interests. 
All Saints as it now stands consists of a great i8th-century rectangular church with a late medieval west tower. The age and style of the preceding building is not definitely known, though a 17th-century sketch indicates roughly the form.2 Accounts show that the earlier west tower was demolished after 1475, presumably to make way for the large and elaborate one now standing, which was under construction in 1510-1 and in 15 27 when John Otes was the mason in charge, at 3/4 a week; collections were still being made, presumably for it, in 1532. It was restored in 1844-6. 
In 1714 authority was obtained from the crown for parish collections in the diocese towards the cost of extensive repairs to the medieval building. But clearly a faction in the parish favoured rebuilding, and in 1719 early in the incumbency of Dr. Hutchinson, the pro-tagonist of such a policy, it was disclosed that Smith of Warwick had drafted a scheme, and he was asked by the vestry to submit an estimate of 'what will new build the church'. In 1722 a model at a cost of £10 was made and in February 1722/3 a plan 'contrived by Mr. Gibbs and Mr. Smiths for the rebuilding' was accepted by the vestry and 'Mr. Smiths are desired 

1 Information kindly supplied by Mr. M. Browne. 
2 Reproduced in Cox and Hope, op. cit., infra. 
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to give an estimate'. Meanwhile Dr. Hutchinson had failed to persuade his patrons, the Corporation who had nominated him, the advowson being in their hands, and others of the need to rebuild, and before the estimate was received he forced the issue by bringing in work-men apparently without notice who demolished the fittings and took off the roofs. 
The Smiths were William and Francis, mason-contractors, of Warwick. The first died in 1724 and the payments in the accounts thereafter are to Francis, who seems to have delegated to a Mr. Trimmer, a Derby builder; Mr. Manning, a joiner, was the clerk of works. In 1725 James Gibbs was paid for the plan. Robert Bakewell was paid £ 3 3 8 IOJ\ for ironwork, Manning for joiner's work and William Hall for the marble altarpiece. The new church (PL XX) was opened in November, 1725. It is illustrated in two engravings in Gibbs' Book of Architecture (1728), pis. 26-7, and the letterpress reads '(All Saints) is the more beautiful for having no galleries, which, as well as pews, clog up and spoil the inside of churches and take away from that right proportion which they would otherwise have, and are only justifiable as they are necessary. The plainness of the building makes it less expensive, and renders it more suitable to the old steeple'. This and the first engraving show that there had been no intention to rebuild the i6th-century tower (PL XXI). 
Outside, the building remains largely unaltered except for the addition in 1873-4 of a vestry on the east end. Inside, in 1826 the walls were painted in imitation of stone, possibly a repainting, and later in the century alterations were made which, considering the prevailing antipathy to the classical style, were not drastic, the losses involved being due to the need for further accommodation rather than to prejudice. In J. Young's restoration of 1873-4 new seating was installed, which was extended into the chapels north and south of the chancel, ousting some of Bakewell's ironwork and the remarkable monument by Edward Marshall of William, 2nd Earl of Devonshire and his wife; in 1904-5 a further restoration was directed by Temple Moore. 
All Saints is an arcaded hall church, with piers of the Roman Doric order supporting arches and plaster tunnel vaulting over the nave and groined vaulting over the aisles. Excepting the tower, it presents a simple temple-like structure outside, with a pediment to the east. The walls are divided into bays by coupled pilasters standing on a high base and supporting a continuous entablature with a balustraded parapet; the pilasters are so slight as to have a decorative rather than a functional aspect. The interrupted rusticated architraves to the wall openings are part of the Gibbs repertoire, derived by him from older sources, from Palladio and Inigo Jones. Gibbs' St. Martin's-in-the-Fields (1721-6) is contemporary with All Saints, but the project at Derby is the simpler as a result of the retention of the old west tower and the use of a plainer order and a less monumental treatment outside. Both interiors owe much to Wren's St. James's, Piccadilly; All Saints gains greatly by the absence of galleries. 
The most remarkable fittings in the church are the splendid wrought-iron screens by Robert Bakewell, the Midland smith, to whom the payment above noted was made. They were rearranged, with some loss, in the 19 th century. A i5th-century incised slab to John La we, sub-dean, an early i6th-century timber effigy of a priest, and the great standing wall-monument of 'Bess of Hardwick', Elizabeth, Countess of Shrewsbury, 1608, come from the old church; an early drawing of, or possibly for, the monument, which is a late Southwark school work, is in the Smythson Collection of drawings in the R.I.B.A. Library. 
The more notable among later monuments are to Caroline, Countess of Bessborough, 1760, by Rysbrack, and to William, Earl of Bessborough,1793, by Nollekens; others are by Chantrey and Westmacott. The glass in the east window, which cost £700, is in memory of the Prince Consort; it is by Clayton and Bell, 1863. 
The church of All Saints was raised from parish church to cathedral rank in 1927. 

James Gibbs, A Book of Architecture containing Designs of Buildings and Ornaments (London, 1728). 
Rev. J. C. Cox and W. H. St. J. Hope, The Chronicles of the Collegiate Church or Tree 

Chapel of All Saints, Derby (London, 1881). 
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A. Terrace housing, Hopping Hill, Milford 

B. Group of four houses, George St., Belper 
(Photographs: J. Houldgate) 
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K E D L E S T O N H A L L . B Y M R S . R O S A L Y S COOPE 

The Curzon family has been connected with Kedleston for more than eight hundred years and there have been at least two other houses on the site of the present Hall. This was begun in 1758 by Sir Nathaniel Curzon, who in 1761 was created Baron Scarsdale. The immediate predecessor of this house had been built only about sixty years earlier by Smith of Warwick, but it was pulled down to make way for Sir Nathaniel's ambitious project. The first Lord Scarsdale was an amateur of the arts, a discerning patron and a notable collector who intended the new Hall to be a worthy rival to the great houses of his contemporaries and a setting for his fine collection of paintings. 
There appears to be some difference of opinion concerning the earliest stage of the building of the new house. The design was made by Mathew Brettingham (who supervised the building of Holkham Hall) and work was begun in 1758. At some stage the commission was handed over to James Paine who, in his Noblemen's Houses (1783) declared that by 1761 he had built the whole of the north front'. . . having adopted the scheme of Mathew Bretting-ham for four pavilions or wings, the central block and connecting corridors'. On the whole it seems fair to suppose that Paine is correct and that Brettingham was responsible only for the plan which Paine handsomely acknowledges. 
In the early 1760's the Adam brothers were at Kedleston, employed in the designing of ceilings, interior fittings and carpets and by about 1765 Robert Adam had taken over from Paine as architect. Ihe change was probably Lord Scarsdale's choice but it occasioned no ill-feeling and Paine later explained that he had asked to be excused from completing the commission as he was so much occupied elsewhere and warmly praised his patron's choice of his successor. 
Adam built the south front which, had it been completed as he intended, would have had two pavilions connected to the main block by curving corridors as on the north front but differing completely in design and feeling from Paine's work there. He further considerably altered the interior planning of the main block, notably by replacing Paine's projected great staircase by the Saloon and relegating the main stair to a rather unimportant position between the Hall and the State Bedroom. 
'The Front' remarked Horace Walpole, who visited the house in 1768,'is heavy' and it is impossible not to agree with this criticism of the north aspect of Kedleston, which is entirely in the Palladian tradition, Adam's only contribution being the roundels under the great portico. Adam's south front, on which the date 1770 appears over the central element, is based on a Roman Triumphal Arch motif and is preceded by a fine horse-shoe staircase. Adam was insistent that this fa£ade was intended to express 'movement', to which the staircase certainly contributes, but the omission of the curved wings and the terminating pavilions, which were never built, has robbed this view of the house of much of the effect which Adam sought. 
The main entrance is from the North Portico into the Marble Hall, which, with the Saloon beyond it were based by Adam on the Atrium and Vestibulum of a Roman house. The Hall, originally planned by Paine, derives from Burlington's Egyptian Hall at York and Kent's Hall at Holkham but the interior is entirely Adam's work except for the coved ceiling, executed later and in a lighter manner probably from designs by George Richardson. With its great columns of veined Derbyshire alabaster this is one of the finest rooms in England and the Saloon is equally celebrated for its form and decoration. 
The decoration of the two connecting wings on the north is by Paine but all the State Rooms are Adam's work. The Drawing Room, Music Room and Library on the west side are the earliest in style; the State Boudoir, the State Bedroom and the Dining Room tend towards the lighter manner which became characteristic of Adam in the 1770's. A great deal of the furniture which he designed still remains, notably in the Drawing Room which also contains a magnificent Venetian window. 
Kedleston was intended as a show piece, a ceremonial house, and Adam in creating it splendidly fulfilled his patron's demands. The contrast between the inventiveness of his contributions and the stolid Palladianism of Paine also makes this a most important transitional building in the history of English 18th-century architecture. 

QI 
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F R I D A Y , 1 4 T H J U L Y 

I N D U S T R I A L M O N U M E N T S A T M I L F O R D A N D B E L P E R 

T H E M I L L S . B Y P R O F . J . D . C H A M B E R S 

The mills at Belper and Milford represent a turning-point in industrial architecture. Until this time, mills had been constructed of brick and stone with floors of wooden boards on joists supported by timber beams; they were usually from four to six storeys high, about 
30 ft. wide and 100 ft. in length and extremely susceptible to fire. Arkwright's first mill in Nottingham was burned down in 1781; the famous Albion mill in London (described as the most advanced industrial building in Europe) was destroyed by fire in 1791. Perhaps these disasters stimulated William Strutt, F.R.S. ( 1 7 5 6 - 1 8 3 0 ) , to design the first fire-proof mill at Derby (no longer in existence), a six storey building with floors on brick arches and paved with brick tiles, the timber beams being protected by plaster and supported by cast-iron columns. This was followed in 1793 by the four storey warehouse at Milford and a six storey mill at Belper, both of which included hollow pot arches. These were the first multi-storey fire-proof buildings and the principle they represented was carried a stage further by Charles Bage ( 1 7 5 2 - 1 8 2 2 ) in a five-storey flax mill at Shrewsbury using iron instead of timber for beams. 

The feature of the Strutt mills which most impressed contemporaries was the brick arch floor, but to modern students the method of supporting the floor is at least of equal interest since it represents the origin of the modern framed structure. The beams supporting the brick arches rested on rows of iron columns dividing the internal walls into spans of 9 to 12 ft. in width. The ceiling of the top storey and the outermost arches of other storeys were usually formed of hollow pots to reduce outward thrust; these were 4 ins. in diameter and 5 ins. high with a hole in the bottom to provide the key for plaster and with flat circular covers to form a base for the sand filling on which the brick paving is laid. Hollow pots, the use of which dates from Roman times, had been revived in Paris in 1775 and were incorporated in the Palais Royale Theatre completed in 1790, and according to Matthew Boulton had been already used in London by George Saunders. The pots were made locally at the Smalley Common Pottery. 
The 'warehouse' at Milford (later converted to a mill, now in danger of demolition) cannot be accepted as a fully developed iron framed building since it included beams of wood plastered on their underside. The first iron framed fire-proof building in the full sense was erected by William Strutt at Belper in 1804 and known as the Belper North Mill. 
It occupied the site of a previous mill built in traditional style in 1786 that had been destroyed by fire in 1803. The new mill was a five storey building with an attic and is iron framed throughout. The culmination of Strutt's work as a pioneer in iron framed buildings is seen in Belper South Mill where the span of the iron beams is 12 ft. in the main body of the building and 

17 ft. in the E. wing where the floors bridge over the wheels. In regard to the wheels themselves, it can be safely said that they represent the most advanced power unit of the pre-steam age. They consisted of cylinders or drums 23 ft. long and 18 ft. in diameter and are,probab!y descended from the water wheels made by the little known Derby engineer, George Sorocold, who built the water wheels at London Bridge and many other places for providng water supply in the early 18th century. 
H O U S I N G . B y M . W . B A R L E Y 

The West Mill at Belper and the 'warehouse' at Milford were under construcdon in 
1 7 9 2 - 9 5 , and in order to attract the labour required in them, William Strutt engaged himself in providing the necessary housing. It still survives, and shows his ingenuity as well as his enlightenment. At Belper (Fig. 8), an area east of the road to Derby was laid out in a grid plan, with the main streets running up the gentle slope. At Milford, however, since the valley was there narrower, rows of cottages were built along the slope. North and South Long Rows, 
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Eelper, and Hopping Hill, Milford, must be among the earliest industrial housing which still survives and can be closely dated. The houses are stone built, of non-parlour type: that is, they have on the ground floor only a single living room, with a small kitchen or scullery and a still smaller larder or cellar. Those in Long Row have three full floors and two bedrooms; those in Hopping Hill have two bedrooms on the first floor and a large garret the full width of the house, lighted either (at one end of the row) by a tiny window under the eaves, or by a dormer in the roof. At Long Row there is space for a small garden in front and a long one behind; the road still has its paving of large millstone grit blocks. The Hopping Hill houses have only a small yard behind. All these houses are clearly architect-designed, and of high quality; they are planned in a fashion which is new in buildings with this standard of accom-modation, for in Long Row the plans of adjacent houses interlock to make the most of the frontage (see Fig. 9). Both in Long Row and George Street the larders are really cellars in the rural tradition, with a floor sunk about 3 ft. and the walls lined by a stone shelf. Sanitation consisted of earth closets in the gardens; a water supply was provided by stand pipes at intervals in the road. 
It is known that £3,338 was spent on houses at Hopping Hill in 1793-94, but how many were erected at this time has not been ascertained. Not much later, if at all, William Strutt erected some of the earliest known back-to-back housing, again of a model kind. At Belper (Fig. 9), between George Street and William Street, there are blocks of four houses (Cluster Buildings), each lighted from the side as well as the front, and having a sizeable garden (PI. X X I I B ) . The local tradition is that these were intended for supervisors; their accommodation is however identical with the rest, and they differ only in more spacious lay-out and larger gardens. 
At Milford (Fig. 9) is a terrace of back-to-back houses, Nos. 1-23, aligned along the slope above Hopping Hill. The houses on the upper side, Nos. 15-23, are entered from a roadway; they have two storeys and are separated by semi-basement cellars with mezzanine floors above (shown by broken lines in the section). The houses on the lower side, Nos. 1-14, are approached only by a footpath; they have three storeys with 'ground-floor' cellars at the back, except to those houses, Nos. 2, 5, etc., which are built in front of the semi-basement cellars mentioned above; in these cases the cellars are omitted. In each house coal has to be carried through the living-kitchen to a store under the stairs. The privies built in the long gardens stretching down the slope have now been superseded. At the end of the row is a chute (PI. X X I I I A ) down which coal is tipped from the roadway, tenants being then responsible for taking their supply along the footpath to their own houses. 
Apart from the architect's contribution, the most striking feature, best seen in Milford (PL X X I I I B , C) , is the use of hardware made in Strutt's own foundry, established primarily to cast columns and window frames for the mills. The domestic window frames have small panes about 6 ins. by 4 ins., with a section of four panes opening casement-wise. Gutters are fixed by means of cast iron brackets, adjustable in two directions. Some cast iron door numbers still survive, as well as drain covers for the gutters of the streets. It seems clear that Milford and Belper were model villages of a kind that was lost sight of in the later phases of the Industrial Revolution. On the one hand, John Strutt started a works band of musicians and designed 'an orchestra, with the desks and boxes containing the instruments, to fold and pack up so that with the addition of a pair of wheels the whole forms a carriage (for moving) the corps 

de musique to Derby or the surrounding villages'; on the other hand, William Strutt, who started the Mechanics Institute at Derby 'and supplied it with lectures on most of the sciences', was also prepared to give thought and care to every detail of the housing of his workers. 
R. S. Fitton and A. P. Wadsworth, The Strutts and the Arkwrights, ijjS-iSjo (1958), 246; W. Gardiner, Music and Friends, (London, 1838), II, 511. I am indebted to Mr. Arnold Pacey for help in preparing plans; to Mr. A. N. Smith of Belper for information and Mr. John Holgate for photographs. 

ASHBOURNE CHURCH. BY M I S S K. M. H O L L I C K 

The present church, cruciform with a deflecting chancel, was consecrated in 1241 on completion of the chancel and transepts, but building continued for many years. A brass 
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plate on the S. wall of the S. Transept, medieval but probably not contemporary, records the consecration and dedication to King Oswald. The nave was probably finished by 1260, the S. aisle added soon after — this and the lower stage of the tower may have been built by 1280. About 1330 the tower was raised and the wonderful spire of 212 ft. added. After this, the only major structural change was the raising of the walls for the addition of the clerestory about 1520. This necessitated the removal of the Early English gable roofs, which were replaced by the flat ones of the period — the chancel, although re-roofed, was not raised with the rest. The roof of the N. Transept was replaced by the present double gabled one in 1880, although Sir G. Gilbert Scott had firmly refused to re-align that of the chancel two years before, when he added a crenellated parapet to match the medieval one on the nave in an attempt to unify the effect. Several large windows were inserted during the 14th and 15 th centuries, replacing earlier lancets, but some of these latter still remain in the chancel and transepts. 
There is much stained glass, notably five i3th-century quatrefoiled medallions in the W. wall of the N. transept, illustrating the Nativity, medieval heraldic shields in the N. transept, and a window of c. 1901 by the pre-Raphaelite Christopher Whall in the S. aisle. 
The church contains a very fine series of monumental effigies dating from 1372 to the end of the 16th century. Seven generations of the Cockayne family in direct descent with one exception, are represented. There is also the Carrara marble figure by Thomas Banks of Penelope Boothby, who died at five years old in 1791. A stone reliquary, found beneath the site of the original High Altar, probably held relics placed there at the consecration, and there is a Saxon cross-shaft carved in the local ioth-century N. Staffordshire style. Little or nothing is known of the previous buildings which stood on the site. A church, presumably Saxon, is mentioned in the Domesday survey, and remains of a Norman crypt were found in 1913 beneath the juncdon of the present S. transept and S. aisle. Only a cap-stone and a few other pieces from this Norman church are preserved. 
A small door in the S.E. tower pier has iron hinges of the Saxon serpent or bird-headed type. It was part of a much larger door and has been cut down for its present position. 

S U D B U R Y H A L L . B Y M R S . M A R Y E D M O N D S 

The Montgomery family owned the estate of Sudbury in the medieval period, but Sir John Montgomery, dying in 1513,bequeathed it to the eldest of his three daughters, the wife of Sir John Vernon, a younger son of the Vernons of Haddon Hall. In about the year 1613, Mistress Mary Vernon, a widow with a young son, started building the present house; of brick with stone dressings, with a Great Hall approached by a screens passage, it was typical of its date. 
When she died in 1622 her work was unfinished. The east (entrance) front at least was well advanced, but her son abandoned the project and it was not taken up again until the Restoration, when her grandson George Vernon completed it, changing its character from that of a Jacobean building to a splendid Charles II mansion, and employing craftsmen of the very first rank. 
George Vernon's building-accounts survive and show that he employed no professional architect, but was his own surveyor, drew up his own contracts, and measured up the work himself. Building was his passion, and he was responsible for much of the village, including the Inn which is dated 1671. At the great house itself he added a mezzanine floor for greater comfort, and his originality can be seen in the 'tracery windows' as he called the large windows above the porches and those lighting the long gallery. 
Wisely, he started his programme with the walls of his fruit gardens (1661) and then proceeded to the stables, dated 1664, which were exercises with the great house in view, for later contracts specify that certain quoins and jambs should be 'of the same bigness as in my new stables'. In 1665 he moved on to the house, and by the end of 1669 the contract 'to hew me one corniche att 3 d. per yard' was made with the masons. In 1670 'Mr. Wilson' carved the frontispieces of the east and west fronts. This carver, afterwards Sir William Wilson, was a quarter of a century later to rebuild St. Mary's, Warwick, and built the Free School at Appleby Magna (Arch. J. 0x11,167). 
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The roof at Sudbury was on in 1671, and the windows glazed in 1673. Vernon's first wife died in 1675, and during her successor's time the building expenses were lower, but his third marriage in 1690 marked a new burst of activity including the laying out of a formal garden, now swept away, and the employment of Laguerre who came from Chatsworth in 1691 to adorn the ceilings. 
The interior also includes the work of Edward Pierce, Grinling Gibbons, and the plasterers Bradbury and Pettifer. The stone arches in the screens passage and former Hall survive to show the decoration of the 1613 house. The Hall however was not paved until 1671-3 and the plasterwork by a local man, Sam Mansfield, is of 1675. More elaborate work by Mansfield may be seen in the 'great stairhead chamber' over the Hall. This room (called the Queen's Room after the house was lent to the widowed Queen Adelaide) was the first state room to be finished, and the 1670 'allablaster chimny piece' is by William Wilson. Mansfield's ceiling has not lasted so well as those by Bradbury and Pettifer who executed six ceilings, including the stairs and drawing room, in 1675-6. The Long Gallery ceiling payments are made to Bradbury alone, and the work is of lesser quality, perhaps because Pettifer had returned to London to plaster St. Bride's, Fleet Street. 
For the great stair Edward Pierce was paid £112 15J. jd., and a further £120 for 'ye 

carved work in y® p'lour and y c 2 dore cases on y e top of y® greate stairs'. He also provided a monument to Vernon's first wife in the church. 'Mr. Younge y e carver', who did much of the woodwork at Chatsworth, was also paid £25; Mr. Christopher Hussey suggests that he may have executed the doorway leading into the parlour, which is not on Pierce's list. 
George Vernon's drawing room, backing onto the Hall, has now been thrown into one with his library. Here Gibbons appears in the accounts: 'Mr. Gibbond had for y e carved work on y c drawing room chimney . . . £40'. The entry is undated, but if as seems likely it is for 1676, it is contemporary with Gibbons' first big commission at Cassiobury. A portrait of George Vernon by Lely hangs in the parlour. 

Country Life: 15th, 22nd and 29th June, 1935. 
REPTON, THE CHURCH OF ST. WYSTAN. BY C. A. RALEGH RADFORD 

A Saxon double monastery under the rule of an abbess was established at Repton before 
A.D. 700. It was at this monastery, during the rule of Abbess Aelfthryth, that the young Guthlac was received, probably in 697, and here he is said to have spent the first two years after he received the tonsure. In 757 Aethelbald, King of Mercia, was buried in the church of Repton. This monastery is unlikely to have survived beyond 874, when the heathen Danish army wintered at Repton. But the church, which possessed the venerated relics of St. Wystan, was certainly restored in the 10th century. At that date there was probably a small monastery or minster of the Saxon type, with a community of clergy serving the needs of the surrounding district; it was a form of community, which a later age classed as a house of secular canons. In 1086 Domesday Book records the existence on this royal manor of a church and two priests, possessing one plough. In 1172, or perhaps rather earlier, the small community of Augustinian canons, founded some 70 years earlier at Calke, was transferred to Repton, which remained an Augustinian Priory until the Reformation. The surviving remains of the Priory are incor-porated in the school buildings east of the parish church and shew that the latter remained entirely separate from the conventual church. The oldest part of the parish church of Repton is the crypt, which occupies the whole area under the chancel and is approached by two stairs leading down from the transept. The crypt itself is of two dates, both pre-Conquest. The pilasters, from which spring the vaulting arches, are addossed against earlier walls, crowned by a double projecting cornice, the level of which does not conform to that of the later capitals. This earlier cornice shews that the original crypt was bounded by the present outer walls and included the western extension towards the nave. The main west wall with the approaches and the external annexes are of the second period. The form of the original crypt is uncertain. It could have been a hall crypt, as at present, or it may have consisted of one or more small chambers and passages opening off an enclosing passage running along the face of the outer walls. 
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The external masonry of the present chancel also shews two pre-Conquest building periods. At the base of the walls the uncoursed rubble of darker stone has megalithic quoins and no grey limestone is used. Above, the rubble is roughly coursed with smaller quoins and the material is largely a grey limestone. The oldest masonry of the projecting angles of the crossing, of the east wall of the north transept and in the walling above the modern eastern arches of the nave arcades is similar in character to the older masonry of the crypt. 
The evidence shews that the church of the second pre-Conquest period, incorporating the older masonry, consisted of a crossing 24 ft. square, doubtless surmounted by a tower or wooden lantern, a quire 18 by 15 ft., above a hall crypt, north and south porticus each 15 by 8 ft., of which the foundations have been uncovered, and a nave, which was probably 5 2 ft. long and extended to the present west end. The quire, of which the walls survive almost to eaves level, has external pilaster strips, rising from a string some 8 ft. above ground level. There are still traces of the arcaded cornice at the wall heads. The openings from the crossing into the porticus had addossed columns with capitals similar to those of the existing hall crypt. The bases of the eastern columns can still be seen in situ, shewing that a floor of this date lay some 3 ft. below the modern pavement; the upper part of these columns with their capitals are reset in the porch. The hall crypt is groin or barrel-vaulted in three aisles, each of three bays. The four central columns are monoliths with twisted grooving; the pilasters, from which the vaulting arches spring, are rectangular in section with rude fluting on the exposed faces. All the capitals are rectangular and crudely moulded. The nave of this church may well have been narrower than at present with the crossing projecting at all four angles. This arrangement is typical of the late pre-Conquest period. The plan of the crypt and the detail are more advanced than Wing, which can be dated to the third quarter of the 10 th century; it would not be unreasonable to suggest a date between 1000 and 1050, perhaps after a disaster during the wars of the early n t h century. 
If the affinities of the masonry suggested above are significant, the earlier pre-Conquest church was of the same plan. This would indicate a late date, probably in the second quarter or middle of the ioth century, after the Saxon reconquest of the Five Boroughs. The surviving detail of the earlier crypt accords better with this period than with a date before the Danish invasion of the 9th century. An early wall was located in the south aisle, only 4 ft. 6 ins. outside the line of the present arcade. It was associated with an enlarged south transept of 17 by 15 ft. The inner face of the wall was of ashlar, shewing that this addition is post-Conquest. So narrow an aisle would be most unusual in the 12th century, providing confirmation for the suggestion already made that the pre-Conquest nave was narrower than at present. No trace of a similar addition has been recorded on the north side of the church. 
The first half of the 13 th century saw a general restoration. An east window of four graduated lancets, grouped in a common frame, was cut through the earlier wall and large single lancets, now restored, inserted in the side walls. Similar lancets were placed in the rather cramped spaces at the angles of the crossing where it projected beyond the transept. This work dates from the second quarter of the century. About the same time the nave was extended to the full width of the crossing with arcades running west along the lines of the side walls. This work probably implies the demolition of the pre-Conquest tower or lantern and the throwing of the crossing into the nave. At the same time the aisles were extended to correspond with the new lines of the arcades. The western responds of the arcades, the lancet at the west end of the south aisle, the outer wall of this aisle and the blocked west lancet of the north aisle all belong to this stage, which may be dated about 1250. The founda-tion of the contemporary north aisle has been located. 
In the next stage the arcades were raised to their existing height. The north aisle was extended to the full width of the transept and the new north wall was provided with a con-tinuous range of windows alternately of two and three lights. The south transept was enlarged so that the east wall continued the line of the east side of the older crossing. Two larger windows were inserted into the existing wall of the south aisle. All this work was carried out c. 1300 or in the early 14th century; it was probably spread over a considerable period as there are differences in the details of the two arcades and of the various windows. It was all complete 
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before the building of the mid i4th-century west tower and spire. An old inscription, now lost, is said to have given 1340 as the date of completion of this tower. The inserted window of decorated character in the south transept is approximately contemporary. 

Late medieval alterations include the enlargement of the chancel arch and provision of a stair to the rood loft, the addition of a clerestory to the nave, and the south porch. Apart from the reset columns already noted the south porch contains a fragment of a ioth-century cross-shaft, re-used as the monolithic head of a izth-century window and found again re-used in the masonry of the south transept of c. 1300. Also preserved in the porch is the fragmentary cross-shaft from Ingleby, the site of a destroyed chapel within the parish. 
J. Cox, Notes on the Churches of Derbyshire, III, 423-40. 
Journ. Brit. Arch. Assn., L, 248-50 (with plan of walls not now visible). 
Derby. Arch. Journ., ¥ , 1 6 5 - 7 2 ; V I I I , 231-6; L X X I , 82-3. 

M E L B O U R N E C H U R C H . B Y C . A . R A L E G H R A D F O R D 

Melbourne is recorded in Domesday Book as a royal manor with a church and a priest. In the early 13 th century the records shew Crown presentations to the church by reason of the king's wardship of the temporalities of the bishopric of Carlisle, which was vacant between 1156 and 1203 and on other occasions. The jurors in 1219 state that the King had also presented under Henry II, but that they did not know whether by reason of the wardship of the bishop's possessions or for some other reason. The cumulative evidence shews that Melbourne must have been presented to the bishops in the time of Adelulf, the first holder of the See (1133-57). Later bishops of Carlisle are known to have had a palace at Melbourne and to have resided there and it is probable that Adelulf did, or intended to do, the same. 
With exceptions that will be noted below, the church of Melbourne is a homogeneous building of the second quarter or middle of the 12th century; though only a parish church, its size and arrangement suggest that it was designed for a community. The dating leaves no doubt that it was erected by Bishop Adelulf and it is possible that he intended to found a small house of canons to serve this church; there is no evidence of any such foundation. 
The church is cruciform, with a short quire, a central tower, a short transept and an aisled nave of five bays. Originally the quire was apsidal and small apses opened out of the transept. The spring of the former and the scars marking the latter can still be traced. 
The most unusual feature is the western narthex in two storeys, with an extensive tribune extending the full width of the church above a lofty ground stage, covered with a groined vault in three bays. The outer bays, corresponding to the aisles, were designed to be carried up as towers, but are now truncated at the level of the nave roof. The upper stage of the narthex is reached by a circular stair in each tower. Continental parallels suggest that the tribune was intended to serve as the private pew or oratory of some important lord connected with the church, an explanation that well fits the connection between Melbourne and the Bishops of Carlisle. The chancel has an east window of the early 16th century, with a timber roof of the same date. Traces of an earlier fan vault of the 15 th century remain on the outer walls. Originally the eastern arm, like the nave and transept, extended to the full height of the double stage. The Romanesque church of Melbourne is excellently executed in good ashlar masonry, with fine detail, concentrated in significant places. The southern piers of the nave, but not the northern, shew much evidence of fire. It must have been a localized disaster, which necessitated the rebuilding of the southern clerestory. The new structure, which dates from the 13 th century, has twin windows in each bay and a pointed arcade towards the nave; it contrasts with the single loops and the triplet arcades with round heads of the original north clerestory. 
The square east end, replacing the original apse, the demolition of the side apses and their replacement with blocking walls along the lines of the chords and the raising and refenestration of the aisle walls are all late medieval alterations, carried out at more than one date; in the same period the original high pitched roofs, the creasing for which can be seen on the faces of the tower, were replaced with low pitched tie-beam roofs. A late inserted 
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door in the eastern bay of the south aisle has a rectangular opening under a massive lintel; 
it is post-Reformation in date and was probably designed to lead to a special pew in the south 
transept. The corresponding bay in the north wall is entirely rebuilt; it may originally have 
contained a door, designed as the east processional door of the suggested community. 

A. W. Clapham, English Romanesque Architecture after the Conquest, 106. 
J. Cox, Notes on the Churches of Derbyshire, III, 395-408. Arch. J. LXXI, 393-4. 

Fig. 10. Melbourne Church 
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M E L B O U R N E H A L L . B Y M R S . R O S A L Y S COOPE 

In the early 16th century Melbourne Hall was in the ownership of the Bishops of Carlisle, from whom it was leased by Sir John Coke, Principal Secretary of State to King Charles I, who did some building there. Part of the old house of the bishops survives in the courtyard and coach houses on the north side and on this side also are the alterations made by Sir John. 
In the late 17th century the Coke family who had become owners of the house, made enlargements on the south side, including a deep entrance-court (now enclosed as a billiard-room). 
Thomas Coke (d.1727), Vice-Chamberlain to Queen Anne and George I, was responsible for the laying-out of the gardens and for the east front, a notable feature of which is the style of the door and ground floor windows with their rusticated surrounds, reminiscent of the work of James Gibbs at St. Martin's-in-the-Fields; this front has been dated c. 1725. 
Thomas Coke left no son and the house passed into the hands of the Lamb family through the marriage of his second daughter. Peniston Lamb received the title of Lord Melbourne in 1770 and was succeeded in this by his son William, Queen Victoria's Prime Minister. William's sister Emily married as her first husband (her second being Lord Palmerston), Lord Cowper, in whose family the house remained until it passed by marriage into the Kerr family, that of the present owner. 
The interior of the house is chiefly interesting for the collection of family and other portraits, relics of the Lamb family and of Lord Palmerston and some fine furniture. The dining room is the most important room of the old part of the house, restored by Sir John Coke for use as a Great Hall and containing his portrait by Cornelius Johnson. On the east side is the fine drawing room, part of Sir Thomas Coke's building, with its royal portraits by Kneller, a reminder of Coke's service at court, and his own portrait by Dahl. 
By far the most important feature of Melbourne is the garden on the east side of the house. This is not large but its skilful laying-out has given it the appearance of size and grandeur. Those familiar with the great formal gardens of France will immediately recognize that on a small scale Melbourne is akin to them and different in appearance and atmosphere from the gardens of most English country houses; it is this unusual, foreign air, achieved in the midst of the English countryside which is its peculiar characteristic and attracdon. 
The garden was laid out by London and Wise the Royal Gardeners in the 1690's and a letter of 1696 refers to the intention to 'suit with Versailles'. Henry Wise was much influenced by Andre Le Notre, the designer of the gardens at Versailles, and the formal grandeur which he introduced at Melbourne has been allowed to come to maturity without interference from English theories of landscaping or the Picturesque. From the house, the garden leads down in three avenues and by broad flights of steps to a semi-circular piece of water beyond which a fine avenue leads up to the top of a steep hill. By the water, at the foot of the avenue, stands the famous golden pergola, 'the Birdcage' of Melbourne, a masterpiece of wrought-iron work by Robert Bakewell of Derby who lived and worked at Melbourne for many years. 
Another notable garden-ornament, standing at the junction of two lime avenues, is the 'Four Seasons Monument', in lead, the work of Jan van Nost and the gift of Queen Anne. There are several other figures and groups in lead by van Nost, Melbourne possessing the largest remaining group of his garden statues. In these van Nost has been influenced by Giovanni Bologna, by the Carracci and by the French i7th-century sculptor Francis Duquesnoy, but once again the chief influence reflected in the choice of prototypes and the style of the sculpture is that of Versailles. 
One famous feature of the garden, the yew tunnel, is older than the garden itself; the framework had decayed with age in 1726 and had to be re-constructed. It has been incorporated into the formal design, its darkness contrasting with the bright views and the fountains seen through it. 
The charming wishing-well grotto bears verses beginning: 

Rest weary Stranger in this shady cave And taste if languid of the mineral wave . . . 
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the mannered rural senuments of which agreeably unite the formality of the garden with the natural landscape which lies beyond it. 

S A T U R D A Y , I J T H J U L Y 

P E V E R I L C A S T L E . B Y P . K . B A I L L I E R E Y N O L D S 

Peveril Castle is one of the earliest of the stone-built castles of England: the record of the Domesday survey implies that it was in existence by 1086. The site was given by William the Conqueror to William Peverel, who was made bailiff of the royal manors of N.W. Derby-shire, the area being of considerable value from the lead which is found in it. 
The site is in plan a triangle with its apex to the south. It is a mass of rock which rises steeply from north to south, its S.W. and S.E. faces being precipitous. On the W. it was joined by a narrow neck of rock to the opposite side of a small dale, and on that side lay the original line of approach. 
This site was converted into a stronghold by the simple process of building a masonry wall some way down the northern slope, from precipice to precipice, and cutting through the neck of rock on the west, so that access could only be obtained by a bridge across the resulting ditch. The approach was further protected by an earthwork barbican covering the bridge-head. Within the enclosure are scanty foundations of two buildings of this early period, close to the S.E. precipice. They are probably the remains of the Hall and Chapel. 
The castle in this form was the work of William Peverel and on his death in 1114 it passed to his son, William Peverel the younger. Either during the last years of the father's tenure or in the early years of the son a curtain wall was added on the west side. Its construction is similar to though rather different from that of the north curtain. The precipice on this side is not quite so formidable as that on the south-east, and it may well have been intended from the first to have a wall here though it was not considered so urgent as the main north curtain. 
William Peverel the younger was disinherited in 115 5, and his estates were forfeited to the King. The castle remained royal property till Edward III gave it with certain other lands to John of Gaunt in exchange for the earldom of Richmond. Thus it became part of the estates of the Duchy of Lancaster, and is so still. 
With the Castle in Royal hands there are many references to it in the records. Henry II is known to have stayed in it on three occasions, and no doubt as a result of his visits he caused the Keep to be built. The Pipe Rolls record expenditure between 1173 and 1177, and in 1175 the Turris in the castle is first mentioned. It is sited to command the approach from the west, and must have superseded a gateway of sorts of the Peverels' building. Its S.W. wall, the exposed side, is solid throughout, with no openings; it is simply a strong point, which had the gateway attached to its S.E. side, and it can never have been residential. 
Richard I gave Peverel to his brother John, and there are entries in respect of repairs to it in the Pipe Rolls from 1203 to 1212. Henry III stayed in the Castle in 1235, and it is to that epoch that extensive alterations can be assigned. The enceinte was completed by a curtain wall with two round-fronted towers at the top of the S.E. precipice, a new gate was made at the N.E. angle, and it seems that the western approach was abandoned at this time. A new Hall and other buildings were constructed against the N. curtain, the N.W. angle was provided with a tower, and other structures were erected against the W. curtain. The base of the fireplace in the new Hall is the only feature of any interest that remains of all this new construction: the rest are represented by little more than foundations. 
After the usurpation of Henry IV the Castle ceased to be of importance either as a fortification or as a residence, and by the 17th century it was ruinous. In 1932 the Duchy of Lancaster put the ruins into the care of the Office of Works. 

T I D E S W E L L C H U R C H . B Y M R S . H E L E N B O N N E Y 

Originally a chapelry of Hope, Tideswell was given to the Dean and Chapter of Lichfield, 
who endowed the vicarage in 1254. The present church was built during the 14th century; 
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B. Cast iron window frame, Milford C. Cast iron door numbers, Hopping Hill, Milford 
(Photographs: J. Houldgate) 
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it was probably begun in the second quarter, and completed towards the end of the century. A chantry, founded in 1365 by John Foljambe, was refounded by his grandson James and others in 1384-93, providing for two secular chaplains, and a Guild of the Blessed Mary. Their chapel, the Lady Chapel, occupied the north transept. The brass of John Foljambe (ob. 1383) in the chancel states 'multa bona fecit circa fabricaciounem huius ecclesiae'. His foundation therefore partly accounts for the scale of the later parts of the church, particularly the chancel; the building was, however, conceived on a large scale from the first. 
The earliest parts are the nave, aisles, transepts, and the chancel arch. The roof line of a chancel earlier than the present one is visible above the arch on the east side. The nave has five bays with tall quatrefoil pillars, arches of two orders, and head stops; the inner order has a broad fillet. All the windows have flowing tracery, and the external walls are embattled. The vaulted, two-storied porch and the south door also belong to this stage of the construc-tion. The ribs of the vault and the shafts flanking the doorway are filleted. The building of the high chancel must have followed soon after the completion of the western parts; the tracery pattern of the great transept windows is continued in the east window, and the em-battled exterior walls have tall pinnacled buttresses with gablets at the first stage, as had already appeared in the south transept, with the addition of crockets. The side windows introduce a new design; they have three tall, trefoil-headed lights with mullions rising to the straight square head and enclosing three pierced quatrefoils. The triple sedilia and recesses in the north wall, however, still have ogee heads. An embattled stone screen divides off a narrow sacristy between the east wall and the altar. It is flanked by tall canopied niches, and there are others alongside the east window and in the south transept. The west tower was built last of all. It has a tall five light window with vertical tracery, an extremely tall arch to the nave, and is topped by four large pinnacled angle turrets, with four pinnacles set diagonally between them. 
The king-post and tie-beam roof in the nave may be original, but if so there must have been a slight change of plan, as the trusses are not sited directly above the arcade piers; a logical position, already occupied on the south side, by small corbel heads which are set too high for the present roof. On the north side, they fulfill their proper function of supporting wall pieces. The fittings include a restored parclose screen in the south transept, and the restored chancel screen. An old photograph hanging at the west end of the church shows the screen and chancel in r. 18 50 — before the restoration of 1875. At the east end of the south aisle stands the one remaining medieval bell inscribed 'Missi de celis habeo nomen Gabrielis' in Lombardic script. The monuments include mid i5th-century alabaster effigies of a knight and lady in the south transept, the Trinity brass and cadaver of Sampson Meverill (0^.1462) and the brass of Bishop Pursglove (ob. 15 79), the Founder of Tideswell Grammar School, in the Chancel. 

ST. MARY'S CHURCH A N D THE OLD HALL, NORBURY. BY S. D. T. SPITTLE 

Although the chancel of Norbury church is justly famous for the magnificence of its architecture, its glass and monuments, the whole church is remarkable in that the greater part of it can be closely dated on documentary or other grounds. Two small cross shafts with interlace ornament, and some re-used 12th-century fragments of architectural decoration, tell of an earlier church of which nothing remains. The earliest survival is the chancel which was described and dated by St. John Hope {Arch. J. LXXI), and in view of the neglect of this article by subsequent writers, the chief points from his findings are here repeated. He drew attendon to the heraldic glass, certainly in situ, which includes shields for Edward II (the last king to carry gules 3 lions or) and Isabella, and two shields for Fitzherbert; one of the latter was for the lord of the manor and the other for the rector, Roger Fitzherbert. Taken together, this evidence narrows the date of the chancel to 13 20-13 27. The treatment of the window tracery is ingenious but reasonable for this date. The character of the buttresses and the strangely high parapet may well indicate an original intention to vault the chancel. The present low pitch timber roof was probably due to Henry Prince, rector from 1466 to 1500, whose tomb slab may record this fact although the inscription is so worn that its reading is open to question. 
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The nave is not on the same axis as the chancel and this perhaps reflects the Norman nave. Initiative for the rebuilding of part or all of the nave came from Nicholas Fitzherbert, who died in 1473, for his tomb once recorded that 'he made this church at his own expense'. The tower was the first part to be undertaken and its strange position may have been dictated by the close proximity of the manor house to the west end of the church. The tower was doubtless built against a nave which was aisleless on the south side, for plinths with external mouldings exist on its east and west faces. This earlier nave may have been of Norman date, but in any case it was entirely rebuilt in the 15 th century, after the building of the tower. The south east chapel followed soon afterwards and housed Nicholas Fitzherbert's fine alabaster tomb, now in the chancel. The north aisle was probably due to Ralph Fitzherbert (d.1483); his alabaster tomb, which closely resembles that of his father, Nicholas, is now in the chancel but was originally in the north aisle. The building was completed by the addition of the south-west chapel, so forming a symmetrical arrangement on this side of the nave (PL X I X A ) . This small chapel was built by Ralph Fitzherbert's son, John, whose will shows that it was completed by 1517. 
The church is noted for its 14th and i5th-century glass, and for the alabaster tombs of Nicholas and Ralph Fitzherbert. 

T H E O L D H A L L 

Close to the west wall of the church stand considerable remains of the manor house of the Fitzherberts; the Manor of Norbury was granted to William Fitzherbert in 1125. Sir Henry Fitzherbert obtained permission in 1305 to divert the road which ran across the proposed site of his house, in return for a payment of forty shillings and the rebuilding of the road further south. Of Sir Henry's house the range containing the hall survives, and this was evidently at ground floor level with cellars beneath; it was Ut by two-centred windows each of two lights with cusped heads rebated for shutters, and placed asymmetrically, high in the wall. Two of these windows remain in the west wall, but alterations have removed traces of similar windows in the east wall. In the south wall there is a two-centred doorway with an external hood moulding, contrived eccentrically to allow space for the stair to the cellars. This stair is enclosed by a wooden screen originally panelled to dado height only, and once containing an opening with a wicket-gate, the rebate for which remains, in line with the door in the south wall; the screen thus provided a lobby between the hall and the way to the kitchen, which was presumably detached. The ample compartment beneath the hall, reached by wide stone stairs, and lit by area-windows, could have housed the butteries. This arrangement of the screen is unusual when compared with the normal screens passage between hall and butteries. At the north end of the hall, there was a cross wing, of which two eaves corbels survive. The date of this wing is uncertain, although some range containing the solar must have existed from the start. The wing abutted against the west wall of the church where the gable line is reflected in the masonry. The date of its removal is unknown. 
In the 15 th century, a floor was inserted in the hall and doors added at first floor level at the north and south ends. The latter doorway has been reset wider than originally designed. The chimney stack was adapted, possibly rebuilt, to provide a fireplace for the new upper compartment. In addition, a flat ceiling divided by moulded intersecting beams, was put up. To the south a two storey cross wing was built, apparently in timber framing; intersecting roll-moulded ceiling beams survive in part on both floors. In 15 81 a herald, Laurence Bostock, visited the house and listed the heraldry (Harleian MSS. 2113-50). He noted some fifty-seven shields 'in the hall windows', a quantity that could hardly be accommodated in the four or so small original windows, suggesting an increase in the fenestration by the 16th century, perhaps on the S. side where there are now two wide i7th-century blocked windows. Alternatively, another hall since demolished was built at the time of the i5th-century alterations. In the 17th and 18th centuries the east wall was largely rebuilt, the west wall was buttressed and other walls refaced and repaired. The south wing mostly in brick, at right angles to the medieval hall, appears to date from the late 17th century although some parts of the walling at the northern end may be part of an earlier structure. Three rooms contain panelling apparently 
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from elsewhere; that in the larger rooms is arranged in zig-zag patterns not unlike the early i6th-century panelling at Hardwick, but that in a smaller room on the north is plainer in design although decorated with painted black-letter inscriptions. 
Arch. J. LXXI: (Old Hall) 382-3; (Church) 383-4. XLII, (Old Hall) 497. 
Rev. J. C. Cox, 'Norbury Manor House and the Troubles of the Fitzherberts', 

Derbyshire Arch. & Nat. Hist. Soc. Journal (1885). 
Rev. L. J. Bowyer, The Ancient Parish of Norbury ( 1 9 5 3 ) . 

Rev. J. C. Cox, The Churches of Derbyshire (1877) III, 229-247. 
Michael Jones, Unpublished account of the church and hall, written between 

1828-30. I am indebted to Mr. Cuthbert Fitzherbert for referring me to these accounts 
and for much help generally. 
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Fig. 11. The Old Hall, Norbury 
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